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Abstract

People with disabilities, including those on the autism spectrum, comprise the world's largest minority and experience significant inequities in Internet use. Existing standards for accessible web sites are necessary but not sufficient without the direct engagement of end users in identifying access needs. Yet little is known about methods for effective engagement, and there are no systematically derived Web accessibility guidelines for autistic end users. Here I explore a hybrid approach to direct engagement using critical systems thinking (CST) and community based participatory research (CBPR) during the co-development of a healthcare-focused web site by the Academic Autism Spectrum Partnership in Research and Education (AASPIRE).

I explore these ideas on three levels: theory, practice, and critical self-reflection. On the theory level, I examine the common philosophical and historical roots of CST and CBPR, ways in which they intersect and complement, and propose the hybrid approach exemplified by AASPIRE. On the practice level, I explore our web site development process and evaluate the accessibility, usability, and acceptability of the web site for autistic end users; from that work, comes a set of recommendations for working with people with disabilities in technology development and a set of accessibility guidelines for autistic end users. On the critical self-reflection level, I inquire into my own experiences as an insider-researcher during the web site development. I then synthesize the levels to evaluate whether or not taking a hybrid CST/CBPR approach to web
development was effective, as indicated by the team's ability to function as an emancipatory learning organization (an indicator of effective systems thinking on an organizational level), and the overall usability and accessibility of the web site. The result of the synthesis suggests a hybrid CST/CBPR approach was effective.

Implications of this work include innovations in CST methods for operationalizing its commitment to human emancipation, potential for drawing a more ideologically-aligned systems thinking literature into the domain of CBPR, a means for individuals wishing to create a more power-balanced learning organization, innovations around including people with disabilities in research and technology development, more accessible web sites for people on the autism spectrum, and a potential small shift of dominant discourse around autism, disability, and the value of insider-researchers over time.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation, Research Questions, and Data Sources

As we inquire into the rich complexity of our world, it is necessary to develop means of inquiry that can support that richness (Churchman 1979, Hall 1989, Senge 1990, Checkland 1999, Sterman 2000, Ackoff and Sheldon 2003, Ison 2008, Bigirimana 2011). The parts of human social systems in particular relate to each other in densely-woven and nonlinear ways (Churchman 1979, Lendaris 1986, Ackoff and Sheldon 2003) which cannot always be modeled by linear analytical methods (Churchman 1979, Flood and Jackson 1991, Jackson 2006). Indeed, human social problems are frequently classified as "wicked problems:" problems "which are ill-formulated, where the information is confusing, where there are many clients and decision makers with conflicting values, and where the ramifications in the whole system are thoroughly confusing" (Churchman 1967). To address the need for methods of inquiry into wicked problem areas, systems thinking proposes taking a holistic rather than reductionist view, and seeks to develop methodologies capable of managing real-world complexity (Churchman 1979, Lendaris 1986, Hall 1989, Senge 1990, Flood and Jackson 1991, Checkland 1999, Linstone 1999, Sterman 2000, Ackoff and Sheldon 2003, Bigirimana 2011)
While systems thinking is helpful in understanding real-world social problems--especially lensed through interpretivist or critical epistemologies--it also poses new questions, opens new problem spaces, and draws new criticisms. Who is defining system boundaries? Which world-views are being included or left out of inquiry? How does power interact with knowledge, and how does knowledge interact with the world? How do our mental models affect our notions of the truth, and how can self-reflection examine or influence those models? Before committing resources to a course of action in addressing a complex social problem, it is wise to determine if it is a course of action that should be taken. Critical systems thinking (CST) explores these types of questions via five commitments of critical awareness, social awareness, complementarism at the methodological level, complementarism at the theoretical level, and dedication to human emancipation (Jackson 1990). These commitments are realized through three interrelated intentions: 1) complementarism, 2) emancipation, 3) critical reflection (Flood and Jackson 1991). Critical systems thinking also considers the potential for a new epistemology that is neither positivist nor interpretivist but which "would treat the possibility and boundaries of knowledge with regard to wholeness, as well as how that knowledge can be methodically sought (Fuenmayor 1991)."

Simultaneously with developments in systems thinking, participatory approaches to research--research that includes non-scientists in the process of inquiry--have developed to address similar questions and wicked problem areas. Originating within operations research and systems science, action research makes stakeholders members
of the research team and incorporates self-reflection into the research process (Lewin 1946, Argyris 1977). Over the years, action research has evolved community-engaged research approaches designed to include marginalized stakeholders, and to address problematic power dynamics and ethical transgressions; examples include participatory action research, community operations research (Midgley 2001), and community based participatory research (CBPR) (Israel, Schulz et al. 2001, Minkler and Wallerstein 2003, St. Denis 2004, Israel, Eng et al. 2005). Community based participatory research, the "flavor" of participatory action research used on this project, distinguishes itself with four characteristics of a focus on community, drawing research into action, equitability of partnership, and an ongoing commitment to the nine principles of CBPR (Nicolaidis and Raymaker 2015).

One wicked problem area that might benefit from approaches like CST and CBPR lies at the intersection of disability and information technology. Perceptions of disability have shifted radically over the past century from a medical model, prevalent until the 1960's (disability is a flaw within an individual to isolate, remedy, and eradicate) (Oliver) to the more recent civil-rights informed and holistic social model of disability (disability is a complex interaction between the individual and the environment, where the dynamic may be either enabling or disabling) (Shapiro 1994, Linton 1998, Charlton 2000). Information technology, too, has seen radical shifts in the past thirty years with the invention of the Internet (TCP/IP and infrastructure) and past twenty years since the invention of the World Wide Web (HTTP/HTML and graphical browser). Since its early
days as a medium for the wealthy, male, and educated, the "digital divide" has shrunk rapidly (Pew Internet and American Life Project 2013) even as the volume of information and degree of reliance on information technology has risen. Yet, information technology remains inaccessible to many people with disabilities. As of 2011, only 54% of adults with a disability were using the Internet, compared with 81% of adults without a disability (Pew Internet and American Life Project 2011). This is particularly disturbing given the enabling or disabling dynamic of the environment; barriers to Internet technology could conceivably be identified and removed.

Contributing to the complexity or "wickedness" of the problem, the Internet exists within our larger social context, which includes the ongoing disempowerment of people who do not fall within normative boundaries of ability (Jaeger 2011). Could approaches like CBPR and CST suggest solutions to the problem of inaccessible information technology for people with disabilities?

This dissertation includes four examinations of CST and CBPR applied to the development of an accessible interactive web-based toolkit for improving healthcare for adults on the autism spectrum. The project uses a hybrid systems thinking / community based participatory research approach to create an emancipatory learning organization (Senge 1990), and involves stakeholders from autistic, academic, parent/professional, and clinical healthcare provider communities. These groups often hold conflicting values, goals, constraints, and power relationships (Kaufman 2007, Ne'eman 2007,
Wallis 2009), making equitable discourse difficult, even when there is agreement on a particular aim (e.g., improving healthcare outcomes). The four levels of examination are:

1. **Theory** - What are the intersections and complements of critical systems thinking and community based participatory research, and how might they conjoin to function as a hybrid approach to inquiry?

2. **Practice** - How might a hybrid CST/CBPR approach function in-use to equitably develop accessible information technology for individuals on the autism spectrum?

3. **Critical Self-Reflection** - How does my intersectional positioning as an academic researcher, an Autistic woman, and a technology professional play out experientially in the course of such research?

   In the dissertation synthesis, I integrate these three levels to answer the evaluation question at the fourth level:

4. **Synthesis** - How, if at all, did taking a hybrid CST/CBPR approach to developing information technology impact the quality of the project as evidenced by 1) the ability of our team to operate equitably as a learning organization and 2) the perceived quality of the web site product to autistic people?

   Figure 1 shows the conceptual relationship between the four components, and Figure 2 shows the relationship between data sources used and the four components.
Figure 1: Conceptual Relationship Between Components
While presented linearly, the four levels are linked, interdependent, and build on each other. Theory informs practice, the lessons learned in practice update theory, neither of these things are possible without critical self-reflection, and all of them influence--and are influenced by--efficacy at the organizational level.

1.2. The Academic Autistic Spectrum Partnership in Research and Education (AASPIRE)

I conducted this project in the larger context of the Academic Autistic Spectrum Partnership in Research and Education (AASPIRE). AASPIRE is a community-campus
partnership that uses a CBPR approach to conduct research with, and relevant to, the Autistic community (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2011). AASPIRE has been in operation since 2006, when the organization's Co-Directors, Christina Nicolaidis and I, identified a similar pattern of issues regarding power and oppression in both research for the Autistic community and research for more traditional communities defined by race or ethnicity. While AASPIRE has always been committed to the trinity of stakeholder groups represented by academic researchers, autistic persons, and supporters/disability professionals, AASPIRE has been clear from inception that the Autistic community is the non-academic power within our community-campus partnership. Due to Dr. Nicolaidis' positioning as a health services researcher, and the great importance of healthcare quality to the Autistic community, AASPIRE has mostly focused on healthcare in the population of autistic adults.

In the CBPR partnership, I have primarily filled a community role, while Dr. Nicolaidis has primarily filled an academic role. These divisions are not so simple however, as Dr. Nicolaidis is a stakeholder in autism and healthcare as an academic researcher, a clinician, the parent of an autistic son, and a strong ally to the Autistic community. I occupy an intersectional space as a self-advocate within the Autistic community, as an academic researcher, and as an information technology professional (the latter of which places me as an insider-researcher in the sense explored by Holian (Holian and Coghlan 2013)). Particularly as my own academics have progressed, I have found myself frequently serving as a bridge or translator between community,
academic, and subject matter expert components of the project, sometimes swapping between roles, and other times operating through the lens of multiple perspectives at once.

1.3. Learning Organizations & Knowledge and Power

From my systems science background, I have been heavily influenced by the systems thinking ideas of Senge (Senge 1990) and Sterman (Sterman 2000), particularly by Senge's concept of a "learning organization." I have been actively attempting to develop AASPIRE as a learning organization using Senge's ideas since the group's inception in 2006.

Senge defines a "learning organization" as "an organization that is continually expanding its capacity to create its future." Learning organizations accomplish this via the "five disciplines" of shared vision, reflexive examination of mental models, personal mastery, team learning, and systems thinking (Senge 1990). Because it has defined characteristics (the "five disciplines"), the concept of the learning organization can be thought of as a criteria for determining how well systems thinking has been successfully implemented in a particular setting. In other words, an organization that exhibits success in the five disciplines is capable of "continually expanding its capacity to create its future" (Senge 1990).

The following summary of the "five disciplines" is from Senge's *Fifth Discipline* (Senge 1990).
**Personal Mastery** - Essentially, the pursuit of individual excellence. Personal Mastery is facilitated by curiosity and desire to excel, by using the gap between the actual and ideal (creative tension) to motivate and learn, by being honest with one's self, by practice, and by ruthless clarity of vision. Barriers to Personal Mastery include lack of drive, inability to manage creative tension (and succumbing to emotional tension), failure to set high self-expectations, and impatience.

**Mental Models** - The conscious recognition of the internal representations used by people to understand the world, and the ability to consciously modify those representations. Mental Models are facilitated by openness and honesty, by balancing inquiry (what do you think?) and advocacy (this is what I think), and by practice including of methods such as "the left hand column" and exploring scenarios. Barriers to Mental Models include manipulation, bias, leaps of abstraction, lack of examining motivations, "analysis paralysis" (too much inquiry), and ego wars (too much advocacy).

**Shared Vision** - The willing and consensual holding of a collective set of values and goals; genuine commitment. Shared Vision is facilitated by strong leaders, mutually held desires and inspiration, freedom of choice on buy-in, and a workable means to achieve the vision. Barriers to Shared Vision include individuals having a vision forced upon them, rigidity in the face of a changing group need or desire, and lack of communication.

**Team Learning** - The ability of teams to engage in dialogue (explorations) and discussion (decisions), and create a free flow of ideas, discoveries and insights. Team
Learning is facilitated by openness and trust, by having strong facilitators and technology for participation, competence with examining defensive routines and managing mental models, and practice. Barriers to Team Learning include lack of trust, lack of practice in working as a learning unit, difficulty dealing with conflict, uneven participation, and unexamined defensive routines.

*Systems Thinking* - The practice and mastery of the other four disciplines plus the ability to see those four parts operating as a whole. Systems Thinking also means taking into account the effects of time and feedback, and recognizing patterns. Systems Thinking helps to combat what Senge calls organizational "learning disabilities," which can also impede its ability to be implemented.

Point of clarification: Senge's choice of title for these items, and his characterization of learning disabilities in children as "tragic" (Senge 1990) is evidence of stigma against people with disabilities in the academy and society. My learning disabilities are no more "tragic" than my curly hair--perhaps the range of styles available to me are different than for someone with straight locks, but they are of no less value. Therefore, through the remainder of this dissertation, I will use Sterman's terminology for this concept, "barriers to learning" (Sterman 1994). (Note: Sterman identifies different items from Senge as his barriers, although they are connected, and perhaps inclusive as Sterman's are more general.)

The barriers to learning identified by Senge are:

1. seeing one's position in isolation from the big picture
2. blaming individuals or externalities for systems problems

3. mistaking reactivity for proactivity

4. fixating on isolated events instead of seeking patterns

5. not recognizing change because it happens too slowly

6. not understanding nonlinear effects (e.g., feedback, the role of time)

7. leading in a top-down, willfully ignorant or opaque manner to obscure issues

A learning organization is an organization which, through the practice of the five disciplines, adapts and grows into effectiveness and excellence (Senge 1990).

While nice in theory, critics of the learning organization concept note that it fails to take power and the relationship between knowledge and power into account. (Cavaleri 2005, Caldwell 2012) Caldwell in particular notes, "[Senge] never really addresses the central issue of the relationship between power and learning, knowledge and expertise, learning and leadership. For Senge change is driven by learning, not by authority. But who will openly sacrifice knowledge as power for knowledge as learning (Caldwell 2012) ?"

Indeed, there is a deep relationship between power and knowledge, and between knowledge and normative or marginalizing practices (Foucault 1980, Gaventa 2004, Lukes 2005). It is not possible to address learning within an organization (or elsewhere) without attending to power balances and imbalances, including in the definition of what is worth learning in the first place (Lukes 2005).
In response to the question of "who will openly sacrifice knowledge as power for knowledge as learning," the answer might be dedicated CBPR practitioners, for that (i.e., co-learning) is one of the very foundational principles of CBPR.

1.4. CBPR Process

In keeping with the nine principles of CBPR (discussed in depth later; see Table 4) the development of this dissertation, in those areas which intersect directly with AASPIRE's work, necessarily follows our CBPR process. Our process in general involves a number of methods for working together that equalizes power (e.g., team meetings in text chat, elist communication, multiple formats for input, a lot of structure, a decision-making process that bypasses voting, co-created policies and procedures, frequent check-ins and adjustments, etc.). More information on how AASPIRE operates generally can be found in the remainder of this manuscript, as well as in AASPIRE's published process paper (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2011). For this dissertation in particular:

1. At each major stage of the project (proposal, individual paper development, synthesis development, final document), our entire team, which includes our community partners, was informed of progress on the dissertation as a whole and given an opportunity for providing oversight and feedback. A "cliff notes" (in the team's words) version of the dissertation progress was provided to the group at each stage.
2. Co-authorship was offered to the full team on the practice paper, which involves the joint work of the group. The paper development followed our jointly-defined internal policies for co-authoring academic publications.

3. Manuscript review was offered to the team on the theory and reflection papers and team acknowledged in the Acknowledgements section of each paper.

4. Attention was paid at all stages to the potential impact of dissertation framing and findings on the Autistic community, and with respect to the representation of autistic persons within both academia and society at large.

5. A plain-language summary and community policy brief will be created for the papers and synthesis findings.

   During the early development of the dissertation proposal, I described the dissertation idea to the full team and provided an opportunity for feedback. We discussed and agreed upon items 1, 2, and 3 above.

   At that meeting, we discussed the potential significance and impact of each article for the Autistic community. Prior to the meeting, I created bullets in non-technical language outlining what I thought the significance might be. During the meeting I asked the group whether or not they felt these things I had identified would be of community benefit, and if they had any items to add. The team agreed with the items on my list, and did not have anything to add.

   The group gave no substantive feedback on the dissertation idea itself. Community partners were supportive and felt that the idea was interesting and
important. One partner provided useful references and expressed that academic work related to debunking disability stereotypes related to autism and self reflection, and exploring possible misconceptions related to insider-researcher bias, were particularly important.

1.5. Methods Summary

As shown in Figure 2, I considered multiple data sources during the course of this larger inquiry. While each is presented in detail, as appropriate, in the methods of each examination, a bigger picture may be useful for framing the synthetic evaluation question, and further contextualizing the project as a whole. Also, some details in this summary are not included in the three articles, notably around the analysis of the institutional documents. Six data sources and a supplemental literature review informed this study. The data sources are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Role in Project</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AASPIRE Institutional Documents</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>Primarily identifiable with one de-identified document set</td>
<td>Institutional ethnography; questions 1, 2, 4</td>
<td>Organizational documents (e.g. meeting minutes, list serve discussions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative Healthcare Study 1b/1c</td>
<td>Archival: OHSU IRB #5580</td>
<td>Coded with unique identifier</td>
<td>Web site end-user engagement; question 2</td>
<td>Analyzed qualitative data, aggregated demographics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Site Usability Study</td>
<td>Archival: OHSU IRB #5580</td>
<td>Coded with unique identifier</td>
<td>Web site usability / acceptability; question 2</td>
<td>Analyzed qualitative data, aggregated demographics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHAT UI Evaluation</td>
<td>Archival: OHSU IRB #5580</td>
<td>De-identified</td>
<td>Web site usability / acceptability;</td>
<td>Analyzed, aggregated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 - Data Source Summary

| AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit Evaluation | Archival: OHSU IRB #5580 | Coded with unique identifier (qual), de-identified (quant) | Web site usability / acceptability; questions 2, 4 | Analyzed qualitative and quantitative data, aggregated demographics |
| Reflexive Journal | Primary | Identifiable (note: participant is self) | Autoethnography; questions 1, 2, 3, 4) | Raw qualitative data consisting of my own notes and reflections while conducting this research |

1.5.1. Supplemental Literature Review

In addition to reviewing literature on the relevant topics to this dissertation (disability and the Internet, foundational documents and current state-of-the-art on CST and CBPR, etc.), I performed a targeted search on the intersection of CST and CBPR prior to starting article 1. I performed the search via Academic Search Premier, JSTOR, and within the two journals Systemic Practice and Action Research (target journal for article 1) and Progress in Community Health Partnerships (one of the primary publishers of CBPR articles). "Critical systems thinking" and "community based participatory research" together yielded no results. "Community based participatory research" paired with "systems thinking," or "critical systems thinking" paired with either "action research" or "participatory action research," yielded a small number of results (collectively, 12), none of which covered the same areas I was interested in examining in article 1. A number of these papers were used in the background and discussion for article 1.
1.5.2. AASPIRE Institutional Documents

AASPIRE’s institutional documents were the source for multiple aspects of the individual and synthetic inquiries. Most importantly, they provided:

1. A means for me to check my memories of events (used especially in article 1 and the synthesis) against an external source;

2. Information pertaining to how the team managed the web site development process covered in article 2;

3. Specific recommendations from the team regarding web site content, usability, and accessibility, covered in article 2;

4. Qualitative examination of the evaluation question in terms of the ability of our team to operate equitably as a learning organization, covered in the synthesis section.

The methodological approach I took to examining the AASPIRE institutional documents was informed by institutional ethnography. An institutional ethnography applies an ethnographic approach to the study of social relations and experiences within an organization. (Campbell 1998) As data sources, it typically uses documentation and artifacts produced by the organization in addition to organization members' experiences and researcher observations. (Campbell 1998, Campbell and Gregor 2004)

The documents and artifacts I used for this analysis were:

- Meeting agendas
• Meeting handouts and supporting documentation

• Meeting minutes

• Internal processes and procedures that were in place prior to the project, with tracking of how they may have changed during the course of the project

• Internal processes and procedures developed and documented during the course of the project (e.g., processes for soliciting and integrating feedback at various stages of product development)

• Materials produced for the purposes of internal communication about project processes

• All project documentation on our internal web site

• All change logs of edits made to web site content, design, and functionality

• Findings from an internal qualitative evaluation done in year 1 of the project

• My personal notes, reflections, and correspondences during the course of the web development project

• Information about team member participation, attrition, and influence (e.g., by looking at meeting attendance and frequency/depth of posts to our listserv)

• Internal correspondences on our listserv

• Timelines related to project phases and milestones

I collected the corpus and read through all of it. I then sorted the documents into those related to the web site development and those related to other aspects of the larger AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit project that are not covered in this dissertation, the
latter of which I did not review further. I created a text parser to strip duplicate information out of listserve posts and manually deleted non-relevant posts (e.g., side conversation, posts unrelated to the aspects of the project covered in this dissertation, etc.) to reduce and focus the volume of text.

Although I had intended to use a traditional thematic analysis on the corpus (Miles and Huberman 1994), and I did begin tagging data for themes and metadata (e.g., stakeholder group, project component), I found in practice that the documents had such little richness and detail that a detailed coding scheme held little value. I did tag documents for topics of interest (example tags: accessibility>web_site, content>patient>healthcare>wording, content>patient>healthcare>substantive, evaluation>usability). My process of analysis then became one of arriving at a point in the inquiry where institutional information was needed (the examples of using a hybrid CST/CBPR approach in article 1, changes to how we worked to meet web site development challenges in article 2, etc.), and then reaching into the corpus to find, compile, and/or corroborate that information. With big-picture or event-type information, like the examples in paper 1, it was a process of "I remember this happening, is it reflected in the artifacts?" With specific information that I had tagged, it was a process of "I need to compile all of the recommendations for site accessibility, let me pull up everything I tagged as accessibility>web_site." I used TAMS Analyzer (Weinstein 2012) for the coding.
I primarily used member checking (Rossman and Marshall 2010) for verification, including leveraging the fact that two of my committee members are also members of AASPIRE and were present during the AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit web site development. Article 2 was co-authored by many members of the team, which included findings from the institutional data related to group processes and experiences during the web site development and related to group identification of site accessibility, usability, and content needs. In addition to being involved in the process of writing the article, I specifically asked team members to check if my descriptions of organizational processes and team recommendations were consistent with their memory, and invited them to add any key points I had missed. Co-authors confirmed my assessment of events, and added a few minor points that I had missed in terms of the specific site recommendations.

For the remaining articles and the synthesis, I shared the later drafts of the articles with the group and again asked for any places where my descriptions did not match with their own memories. Individuals on the team concurred with what they read in the articles and synthesis.

In addition to member checking, an audit trail (Rossman and Marshall 2010) is available for others to use, should they want to attempt reproducibility of my results.

1.5.3. AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit Study Data

The AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit Study data includes data from the qualitative healthcare study 1b/1c, the web site usability study, and the primarily quantitative
Autism Healthcare Accommodations tool (AHAT) user interface (UI) evaluation and AASPIRE healthcare toolkit evaluation. This data comprises external information about the acceptability, accessibility, and usability of the AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit, as well as some preliminary recommendations for web site form and content, collected from research study participants who are not involved in AASPIRE’s work as part of the research team. The data was collected during the course of four sub-studies conducted in the context of the larger research project from which the investigations in this dissertation are a small part. Relevant methods related to this data are described in detail in article 2, and include both qualitative and quantitative analyses.

I used the results of the AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit evaluation detailed in article 2 to answer the synthetic evaluation question with respect to the perceived quality of the web site product to autistic people.

1.5.7. Reflexive Journal / Research Notes

During the course of developing this dissertation from initial conceptualization through to completion (January, 2012 through December, 2014), I kept a log which included both reflexive journaling and research notes. I used information in the log as part of the institutional examination described above, as an audit trail for the qualitative portions of the project, to assist in writing the methods sections of the articles and synthesis, and as the primary source of autoethnographic information for article 3.

Prior to writing the narrative for article 3, I re-read the entire log. I copied the reflexive parts from the log and pasted them into a separate document, and then
rearranged them under themes. Because the data was rich but relatively small in volume, and I tended to return to and retrace many of the same ideas in it, I felt comfortable generating and arranging it by main themes without the usual iterative and reductive tagging process of a thematic analysis. I organized the themes under the events of what happened during the project and into specific points about each theme I felt were important to make. More details are offered in the article.

As with the institutional data analysis, I shared a draft of article 3 with team members who were with me during many of the events described within. Team members did not bring up any inconsistencies in my presentation of our work.

I also shared the article with three peers holding similar intersectional space as white people with disabilities they've had since birth working in academic disabilities research: two female PhDs (not autistic, not involved in AASPIRE), one male graduate student (autistic, a member of AASPIRE). These individuals all strongly identified with what I'd written and felt the themes were important and essential to the experience of being on the intersection of disability/other marginalizing factors and the academy. The graduate student did note differences in experience related to not having had a professional identity prior to entering higher education. Two individuals brought up the experience of exploitation by other academics as one they'd dealt with, as well as being implicit in some sections of my text, but which I hadn't picked up on or called out.

One of AASPIRE's Research Assistants who read the paper commented that the article resonated with her experience as a Latina woman in the academy as well as with
a body of feminist literature, and several friends—a white transgender woman and two white autistic women, all of whom have professional (but non-academic) identities—described similar feelings and experiences, including in one case a nearly identical narrative of events related to employment and adversity from social workers. One of AASPIRE’s community partners, an Autistic white male PhD who also works professionally in computer engineering (though outside of the academy and unrelated to disability research), described strong resonances with my themes, again particularly around adversity from social workers and the academy. Additionally, one reader felt his identity as a Jewish person evoked some similar themes. This indicates that while my experience has some unique characteristics, it is also transferrable to other individuals and groups (Rossman and Marshall 2010). An audit trail is available.
2. Article 1 - Intersections of Critical Systems Thinking and Community Based Participatory Research: A Learning Organization Example with the Autistic Community

Abstract

Critical systems thinking (CST) and community based participatory research (CBPR) are distinct approaches to inquiry which share a primary commitment to holism and human emancipation, as well as common grounding in critical theory and emancipatory and pragmatic philosophy. This paper explores their intersections and complements on a historical, philosophical, and theoretical level, and then proposes a hybrid approach achieved by applying CBPR's principles and considerations for operationalizing emancipatory practice to traditional systems thinking frameworks and practices. This hybrid approach is illustrated in practice with examples drawn from of the implementation of the learning organization model in an action research setting with the Autistic community. Our experience of being able to actively attend to, and continuously equalize, power relations within an organizational framework that otherwise has great potential for reinforcing power inequity suggests CBPR's principles and considerations for operationalizing emancipatory practice could be useful in CST settings, and CST's vocabulary, methods, and clarity around systems thinking concepts could be valuable to CBPR practitioners.
Keywords: critical systems thinking, community based participatory research, learning organization, power, autism

2.1. Introduction

Critical systems thinking (CST) and community based participatory research (CBPR) are approaches to inquiry which share a primary commitment to holism and human emancipation (Flood and Jackson 1991, Minkler and Wallerstein 2003). With roots in much the same philosophical soil and sharing common intentions (Flood and Jackson 1991, Minkler and Wallerstein 2003), the branches of the two approaches also diverge in focus and attendant methods. In particular, while CST offers, reflective of its connection to the broader systems approach, numerous methods for holistic management practices, as well as for uncovering inequity (Midgley 1992, Ulrich 2005), it still has gaps in practical means for generating emancipatory management practices after inequity is exposed (Córdoba and Midgley 2008, Córdoba 2009, Ulrich and Renolds 2010). Likewise, CBPR has an excellent set of principles and guidelines for implementing emancipatory practice assuming the presence of inequity (Israel, Eng et al. 2005), but has less of a formalized language for managing complexity within daily operations. In this paper, I explore the intersections and complements of the two approaches and propose a hybrid approach. I then share an example of how this hybrid approach functions in-practice in a research setting in which study collaborators and broader stakeholders experience a wide power differential. Specifically, our research group, the
Academic Autism Spectrum Partnership in Research and Education (AASPIRE), engages autistic individuals, academic researchers, family members and disability support professionals, and primary care healthcare providers as co-researchers and co-developers during all phases of our work, using collaboration methods derived from a hybrid CST/CBPR approach. Our experience as an emancipatory learning organization suggests that CBPR may provide insights into pragmatic means for implementing emancipatory CST-informed projects, and that the wealth of systems methodologies offered by CST may be beneficial for building more effective CBPR collaboratives.

2.2. Background

challenged the utility of applying mechanistic thinking to complex social phenomena, which led to the world-can-be-understood-systemically interpretivist approach of soft systems thinking (Checkland 1999). As the most recent systems thinking paradigm, critical systems thinking has challenged both hard and soft systems thinking, asserting that: 1) the mechanistic positivism of hard systems thinking is indeed incompatible with social systems inquiry; however, 2) soft systems thinking neglects power relations and therefore is insufficient for social systems inquiry, and further 3) the black-and-white separation of hard versus soft systems thinking is not useful (Flood 1990).

Unpacking the criticism around power relations in particular, proponents of CST argue that without a commitment to human emancipation and critical reflection on power, systems thinking and its methods can be exploited by those in dominant positions--either deliberately or through lack of awareness--to maintain the status quo. This risk is structurally rooted in the assumptions made by hard and soft systems thinking as they both assume the value-neutrality of methods (i.e., value systems are independent from a selected methodology; for example, choice of qualitative or quantitative inquiry is unrelated to the values of the investigators or study participants), and soft systems thinking further assumes power-neutrality between actors (i.e., individuals involved in inquiry are equitably positioned with respect to each other) (Flood 1990). As a concrete example of how this problem plays out in operation, Caldwell (2012) describes how, in absence of attention to power differentials between managers and their employees, management agendas are continuously reinforced at
the expense of project needs in the guise of shared learning in the learning organization model.

To address its critique of hard and soft systems thinking, critical systems thinking has infused the systems thinking approach with the three intentions of 1) complementarism at the theoretical and methodological level, 2) critical reflection, and 3) dedication to human emancipation (Flood 1990, Jackson 1990, Flood and Jackson 1991, Flood 2013)

Developed on a separate trajectory primarily within the field of public health, Community based participatory research (CBPR) is a type of action research that distinguishes itself through a focus on community, drawing research into action, equitability of partnership, and an ongoing commitment to the nine principles of CBPR (Israel, Schulz et al. 2003, Wallerstein and Duran 2003, Nicolaidis and Raymaker 2015). CBPR is explicitly emancipatory; it was developed in response to the marginalization and exploitation of disempowered communities in research (Israel, Schulz et al. 2003). As a form of action research, it is intrinsically concerned with ensuring research has a direct impact on the lives of the people in the community, and that the impact is one people in the community desire. CBPR's engagement model is one of equitability: community members and scientists are involved in shared decision-making and co-creation at all stages of the research process; lived experience is valued at the same level as learned knowledge; steps are actively taken to equalize and share power. At its foundation are the nine principles of CBPR: 1) acknowledge the community as a unit of identity; 2) build
on community strengths and resources; 3) facilitate a collaborative, equitable partnership in all phases of the research; 4) foster co-learning and capacity-building; 5) balance knowledge generation and action; 6) attend to both local and ecological perspectives; 7) develop systems via a cyclical and iterative process; 8) disseminate results through both the community and the academy; 9) commit to long-term processes and group sustainability (Israel, Schulz et al. 2003, Wallerstein and Duran 2003).

CBPR also provides an aid for operationalizing its principles and facilitating emancipatory practice in a given setting via a four-point framework of considerations for developing emancipatory processes (Wallerstein and Duran 2003). One, reflect critically on the meaning and application of the concept of "participation." Two, critically examine sources of knowledge with particular attention to the relationship between knowledge and power. Three, critically consider the manifestation of power in other contexts (e.g., other forms of social capital and norms, methods of inquiry, resistance to power, etc.). Four, integrate praxis: continuously create, reflect, and readjust using critical self-reflection, feedback, and double-loop learning during all aspects of the research process. These considerations are listed in Table 2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Some Process Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>Critical examination of the meaning, use, and application of &quot;participation&quot; in the project context.</td>
<td>Who is participating? Are they representative? Is their participation equitable and reciprocal?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge creation</td>
<td>Critical examination of epistemologies, knowledge sources, and knowledge/power relationships.</td>
<td>What information is being privileged / marginalized? What world-view is being privileged / marginalized? Is the source legitimate?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Critical examination of manifestations of power in contexts other than knowledge.</td>
<td>What social norms are being privileged / marginalized? Which aspects of the scientific inquiry are being privileged / marginalized? How is power being resisted?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praxis</td>
<td>Critical use of the reflection/action cycle of double-loop learning.</td>
<td>How are processes for participation functioning and do they need to be adjusted? How are processes for attending to power functioning and do they need to be adjusted?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: CBPR’s Framework for Critical Reflection (extrapolated from Wallerstein and Duran, 2003)

Although there are potential synergies between CST and CBPR, if only from their shared emancipatory aims and focus on holistic inquiry, there are few direct links between the two approaches in the current literature. Some theoretical intersections between action research and CST have been explored, concluding that the approaches have compatibilities, connections, and potential synergy, but these explorations do not provide specific ideas for next steps, nor do they mention CBPR (Levin 1994, Flood 2013). The CBPR literature acknowledges the utility of systems thinking methods in its work but does not examine theoretical or philosophical connections to CST or other deeper-level connections between the two approaches; additionally, it typically focuses on the use of systems thinking methods for meeting project aims, rather than for internal management (Trochim, Cabrera et al. 2006, Dick 2010, Trickett 2011, BeLue, Carmack et al. 2012). There are no documented instances in the current literature of
projects that use a stated hybrid CST/CBPR approach to inquiry. Here I aim to both draw that direct link and deeper examination of the intersections and complements of CST and CBPR, and to provide one example of a project that uses a hybrid approach in its research work.

2.3. Intersections and Complements

There are many intersections between CST and CBPR, suggesting the two approaches are compatible. Both are general approaches to social inquiry, methods-agnostic, and use ecological (i.e., systemic) lenses in their approach to identifying, understanding, and intervening in social problems (Flood and Jackson 1991, Minkler and Wallerstein 2003). They share philosophical soil in the critical theory of Habermas and the emancipatory philosophies of Foucault and Marx, as well as an underlying pragmatism (Flood and Jackson 1991, Minkler and Wallerstein 2003). From the common influence of critical theory, reflexivity is an explicit and necessary aspect of both approaches. From their common acceptance of ecological perspectives, both value and privilege holistic, anti-reductionist thinking. Rooted in pragmatism, both focus on, and give precedence to, what is needed for a given situation within a broader context (Flood and Jackson 1991, Minkler and Wallerstein 2003). CST and CBPR both grew, in part, from the need to develop effective ways to manage inquiry in "wicked problem" or "mess" areas in which traditional approaches have failed to have traction (Flood and
Jackson 1991, Minkler and Wallerstein 2003). Both share a stated emancipatory agenda (Flood and Jackson 1991, Minkler and Wallerstein 2003) which is a key characteristic that differentiates them from some other, similar approaches.

CBPR also shares CST’s intention of paradigmatic and methodological complementarism; both approaches are explicitly sensitive to the context-dependent nature of ideologies and techniques (Jackson 1990, Israel, Schulz et al. 2003). CST has made complementarism at the paradigmatic and methodological level the focus of one of its distinguishing intentions (Flood 1990). CBPR not only supports a similar concept to complementarism but extends it to the principles of CBPR themselves, asserting that the selection and application of principles must be made by holistically considering the community of interest, the individuals on the team, the needs of the project, and the value systems involved (Israel, Schulz et al. 2003). This could lead to dropping or changing principles, or to inventing new ones: there are no "right" principles, only the ones that facilitate the desired goal in an emancipatory way from within the project whole. The shapes of partnerships, the methods used in inquiry, and the foundational ethos appropriate to the group are all linked to a broader systems (i.e., environmental) context (Israel, Schulz et al. 2003).

Additionally, both approaches reject the value-neutrality of paradigms and methods (Flood 1990, Israel, Schulz et al. 2003); for example, by acknowledging that the selection of a positivist, traditional reductive approach to research (regardless of method) reflects and reinforces the value systems of the positivist, traditional
researchers who support such an approach (not that this is always "bad," and indeed may be fully appropriate for some research questions, but if left unexamined it may be neither appropriate nor desirable). Thus for an investigator coming from a CST or a CBPR approach, the context in which world-views and methods are selected includes a critical examination of relevant value systems along with the other aspects of the environment. For example, by intentionally choosing a world view likely to privilege marginalized individuals or groups, or being sensitive to how methods may intersect with power (e.g., some survey or interview methodologies may have been used to evaluate participants for services, or may be culturally inappropriate).

While these intersections exist at the shared foundation of both approaches, the approaches are also complementary, particularly with respect to where each has most fully developed means to operationalize its commitments.

Systems thinking has a history of strong ties to the field of organizational management, with a substantial portion of hard systems thinking developing during World War II in the field of classical operations research, with a later paradigmatic and methodological recasting from positivist/quantitative to interpretivist/qualitative in the 1970's as soft operations research (Churchman 1979, Flood and Jackson 1991, Checkland 1999). As part of the broader systems thinking tradition, and acknowledging the complementarism of methodology within that tradition, CST has the full range of systems thinking methodologies for operationalizing management practice at its disposal. These include methods for holistically-focused management structures,
practices, and decision-making processes, such as soft systems methodology, double loop learning, the learning organization concept, and others. These are mature, well-defined methods which have been refined over decades of real-world use.

However, as proponents of CST have pointed out, these methods do not have explicit emancipatory aims nor a foot in critical theory (Flood and Jackson 1991), opening them to simply advance the status quo, as with the critique of the learning organization (Cavaleri 2005, Caldwell 2012). CST has challenged organizational leaders and researchers to attend to power and human emancipation within the context of operations research (Flood 1990, Jackson 1990, Flood and Jackson 1991). From this challenge, two CST-informed methods have been developed, Ulrich's critical systems heuristics (CSH) (Ulrich 1995, Ulrich and Renolds 2010) and Midgely's boundary critique (Midgley 1992, Midgley 2001). While effective at uncovering and examining inequities, these methods are more focused on understanding inequities than on how to resolve them; they suggest neither a means to equalize power, nor to prevent power imbalances once found (Córdoba and Midgley 2008, Córdoba 2009, Ulrich and Renolds 2010); Midgely states directly "boundary critique is never enough on its own: it is always necessary for agents to find practical means to deal with problematic issues following boundary critique (Midgley 2001)." There is little guidance in the CST literature, in general, for how to operationalize emancipatory practice, particularly between groups of stakeholders with a wide power differential such as managers and employees.
CBPR has focused on ways to operationalize human emancipation in a variety of research settings via its principles and its considerations for emancipatory practice. A substantial literature exists on how the tenants of CBPR have been put into practice; for example, see the 2003 special issue on CBPR from the Journal of General Internal Medicine (O'toole, Aaron et al. 2003) and the many examples in *Methods in Community-Based Participatory Research for Health* (Israel, Eng et al. 2005). Further, CBPR-focused journals such as Progress in Community Health Partnerships encourage the publication of "process papers" on how the CBPR process itself is implemented, such as our paper on AASPIRE's CBPR process (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2011, Progress in Community Health Partnerships 2013)

Because of the cultural component of CBPR, however, it can be hard to construct generalizable low-level processes; every CBPR partnership is unique and therefore will require its own internal structure and operating procedures (Nicolaidis and Raymaker 2015). Perhaps this contributes to why, despite the deep presence of systems ideas within CBPR, there is less of a unified language for describing and abstracting them. Further, mature methods that take a systems or ecological approach might be particularly well-suited to CBPR settings.

CST and CBPR are grounded in similar philosophical and ideological soil and share both a systemic world-view and commitments to complementarism and human emancipation. CST is rich in tools for organizational management but has yet to develop strong methodologies for ending or preventing inequity once uncovered. CBPR has
made the development of tools for ending and preventing inequity a priority and has a rich literature of methods toward those ends, yet has perhaps not plundered the fullness that systems thinking has to offer, both in terms of formalized models and methods and in terms of a clean language for describing and working with complexity. This combination of intersections and complements makes the two approaches well-suited toward working in combination.

2.4. Toward a Hybrid Approach

According to Flood and Jackson, CST's emancipatory intention is "to develop systems thinking and practice beyond its present conservative limitations, and...to formulate new methodologies to tackle problem situations where the operation of power prevents the proper use of the newer soft systems approaches (Flood and Jackson 1991)." Minkler summarizes the defining characteristics of CBPR:

• It is participatory.

• It is cooperative, engaging community members and researchers in a joint process in which both contribute equally.

• It is a co-learning process.

• It involves systems development and local community capacity building.

• It is an empowering process through which participants can increase control over their lives.
• It achieves a balance between research and action. (Minkler and Wallerstein 2003)

In a sense, application of CBPR’s principles and Wallerstein’s framework for critical reflection can be seen as a guide for the formulation of those new methodologies called for in CST’s emancipatory intention. But the principles and framework are not methods; they are guides for the application of methods in ways that promote human emancipation. This opens the question of whether or not CBPR’s guides for emancipatory practice can be applied to existing systems thinking methodologies in order to infuse them with CST’s emancipatory aim. This in turn would enable someone coming from a CST approach to use those methods to actively attend to power and promote equitability in practice, rather than simply pointing out where the methods may fall short of emancipatory aims.

This hybrid CBPR/CST approach is what AASPIRE implemented when it first formed in 2006. Grounded in the principles of CBPR and a commitment to reflexive emancipatory processes, we rooted our organizational approach in Senge’s learning organization (Senge 1990) with decision-making and other management processes informed by systems thinking. It is my belief that by taking a hybrid CBPR/CST approach we were able to achieve both a more equitable learning organization and a more effective CBPR team than we would have by using either approach individually.
2.5. Example: Academic Autism Spectrum Partnership in Research and Education

The Academic Autism Spectrum Partnership in Research and Education (AASPIRE) is a Community Based Participatory Research collaboration between the Autistic community and academic researchers, based primarily at Portland State University (AASPIRE 2013). We formed the group in 2006 in response to the marginalization and harm that individuals on the autism spectrum experience in research, both as research subjects, and as a population that has been systematically excluded both from broader population studies and from professional roles in research (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2011, Raymaker 2013, Raymaker and McDonald 2013). AASPIRE's projects to date include a series of healthcare studies culminating in the creation of an online healthcare intervention for adults on the autism spectrum (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2013, AASPIRE 2014, Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. in press, Raymaker, Nicolaidis et al. in review), a study on well-being and the Internet, and a collaboration examining health, violence, and disability amongst individuals with developmental disabilities (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2014). AASPIRE's two founding members, Nicolaidis and myself, brought CBPR and systems thinking with us; Nicolaidis as a CBPR researcher engaged in projects with African American and Latino communities, and myself as a systems scientist with a professional background in operations. As a member of the disempowered population of autistic individuals and a self-advocate involved in policy and systems change, I was particularly interested in
intersections of research and human emancipation, and with critical perspectives. Thus from its inception, AASPIRE has braided CBPR and systems thinking together.

2.5.1. AASPIRE and the Learning Organization Model

Creating a new organization, no matter how small or loosely defined, is not trivial. Coming from the systems field and a professional context of technology operations, I was drawn to Senge's learning organization model (Senge 1990) with its well-defined "five disciplines" for building successful organizations, and its useful grounding in system dynamics. Not wishing to invent a new model for the group, I decided to use the learning organization as the basic framework for AASPIRE. I did not, at that time, know of the criticism that had been levied against it with respect to potential for abuse of power--or, at best, risk of reinforcing the status quo. However, I did continuously ask myself how the practices of shared vision, reflexive examination of mental models, personal mastery, team learning, and systems thinking could be informed by, and facilitate, the emancipatory principles of CBPR.

The first action taken by the partnership was to create a shared vision--a set of values and goals emergent from our collective hopes. That vision, encapsulated in our mission statement (to encourage the inclusion of people on the autism spectrum in matters which directly affect them; to include people on the autism spectrum as equal partners in research about the autism spectrum; to answer research questions that are
considered relevant by the Autistic community; and to use research findings to effect positive change for people on the spectrum) has been the central tenant of everything we've done since. This shared vision is unambiguously emancipatory; it was guided by our community members, the principles of CBPR, and a shared commitment to ending inequity for a marginalized population in research.

Team learning made a natural fit with CBPR's principles. In particular, CBPR's principle to foster co-learning and capacity building among all partners is essentially a description of team learning through an emancipatory lens. Co-learning means an equitable exchange of knowledge and power; capacity-building includes providing resources and information to enable that exchange. Interestingly, Senge describes lack of trust as a barrier to team learning (Senge 1990), and uneven participation can be a barrier to both team learning (Senge 1990) and equitability (Caldwell 2012). Lack of trust is also a key barrier to CBPR, and a literature exists around means to address it (Israel 2005). In AASPIRE's case, co-learning is facilitated by 1) privileging the communication mode favored by the autistic partners (e.g., written, asynchronous), 2) co-creating operational processes and procedures, and 3) sharing power and building trust (e.g., by providing sufficient information in accessible language about the science (from academics) and about the politics and lived experience (from community members) so everyone is making equally informed decisions, by consistently implementing the decisions made by community members). Unlike some communities which intrinsically distrust academics (a number of leaders in the Autistic community have high levels of
educational attainment), trust issues in AASPIRE have revolved more around the frictions between deficits-based and strengths-based mental models that often polarize clinicians/professionals/academics/family members and individuals on the spectrum themselves, respectively.

This divide, and the trust issues it evokes, makes mental models a particularly loaded area for our group. In some ways, the political complexity of the mental models involved in our work presents barriers not only to the basic concept of the learning organization but to getting any work done at all. As an extreme example, a leading disability service organization refused to distribute our recruitment fliers because we had privileged the Autistic community's desire for identity-first language (autistic person) over the more oppressive, to many autistic people, person-first language (person with autism) (Sinclair 1999). In other ways, the highly politicized context in which AASPIRE sits has us both especially sensitive to mental models and accustomed to routinely examining them in ourselves and others. Due to this facility, our team was able to understand the perspective of individuals who may not have been exposed to, or who disagree with, emancipatory language and identity politics, and was able to craft an acceptable alternative that did not reinforce the oppressive dominant language (person on the autism spectrum). Understanding and examining mental models is a formidable tool in how we navigate the political land-mines of our work; however, understanding does not mean giving in, and it is important from an emancipatory perspective not to
allow understanding to slip into conformity. Understanding the world-view of the center is not an excuse to push those with alternate models to the margins.

With respect to personal mastery, emancipatory aims may be particularly important. In my experience, it is difficult to pursue excellence, or to care about creative tension, when basic needs are not being met, or when opportunities are suppressed by institutional or systemic oppression. CBPR attempts to address this through its commitment to capacity building. Because of CBPR's commitment to capacity building, I have been given opportunities to grow professionally that most people with my type of disability would not be given. AASPIRE's CBPR model enabled me to be a co-Principal Investigator (Community PI) on its projects with equal power to the academic PI, both within the group and when engaging with outside institutions and academics. This in turn provided sufficient financial stability, social capital, and access to opportunities for learning to bootstrap me into a position where I was able to pursue my own excellence both outside of, and within, the group, as well as to pursue a PhD. Another one of our community partners made connections and developed professional skills that enabled her to find broader employment. In a confidential check-in conducted by internally mid-project, one team member noted becoming more active in the Autistic self-advocacy community as a result of working with AASPIRE and another noted increased self-advocacy skills and an increase in self-esteem as a result of working on the project (McDonald 2012). Individuals with more resources and control over their lives are more
likely to be in a position to practice self-betterment (e.g. the success of Justin Dart in advocating for disability rights (Shapiro 1994)).

As noted previously, CBPR takes a systems thinking (in the sense described by Senge) approach. While not intrinsically emancipatory, it is harder to shove people to the margins when they are included in a whole of many potential boundary definitions. CBPR's principles around ecological perspectives and long-term commitments are aspects of systems thinking. It becomes more difficult--perhaps appropriately so--to find granular examples of the intersection of "the fifth discipline" in AASPIRE's work as there are few things we do that are not informed in some way by systems thinking. AASPIRE plays a long game in its efforts to create a more emancipatory research program for adults on the autism spectrum, consistent with CBPR's principle to commit to long-term processes and group sustainability and the action research aim of research as a change agent. We do not expect to change dominant discourse with a single research paper, but we do hope to change it with a few decades of work, outreach into affected stakeholder communities, and a mission statement that is ruthlessly committed to bringing the margins to center.

2.5.2. Other Organizational Practices

Beyond the learning organization--or, perhaps on a finer-grain within it--systems thinking (writ broadly) combined with the CBPR principles influences AASPIRE's day-to-
day processes. Most notably are our methods for discourse and decision-making, and our use of feedback. With respect to these items, equitability is our primary concern.

Our diverse team includes individuals on at both extremes of dominance (a White, male physician) and marginalization (individuals experiencing multiple marginalizations along dimensions of race, gender, sexuality, and disability status). Additionally, our group includes members who cannot hear, cannot speak, or cannot process synchronous communication well. As CST has rightly stated, there can be no equitable discourse without attention to these types of differentials. By application of CBPR’s principles and considerations, our attention to these issues has resulted in the following four key lessons learned.

First, the group must adopt communication processes that privilege those most marginalized (i.e., Autistic collaborators) and, if possible, disadvantage the others. We conduct most of our collaborative work through online, text-based interactions, with choices of both synchronous (group chat) and asynchronous (list serve) modes.

Second, project materials must be translated between stakeholder groups, either by someone holding an intersectional position (like me who can bridge community and scientific language) or by collaboration between stakeholders (e.g., my work with Nicolaidis to bridge with healthcare provider language). This is key to enabling the equal access to the information required to participate in shared decision-making, as well as to ensuring the transparency needed to equalize knowledge-based power.
Third, shared decision-making processes must account for power. Our decision-making process, the Five Finger Method (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2011), provides one example. A method for consensus-building, decision-makers indicate in whatever way works best for them a degree of acceptance (love it, it’s fine), the need for further discussion (and about what), or degree of rejection (don’t like it but can live with it, will block it) along with why they reject the idea. This makes each decision a negotiation of consensus instead of a vote; it enables quieter individuals to have a say. The adoption of this method was inspired, in part, by a systems understanding of the issues with equitability and voting (Arrow 1950); it is therefore a way to manage consensus that does not involve ranking or voting.

Lastly, one of the principles of CBPR is to develop systems using a cyclical and iterative process. As part of the action research tradition, AASPIRE has operationalized double-loop learning (Argyris 1977) in its standard operating procedures. At the end of our meetings, we do "CBPR check-ins" when needed or when there is time, or when there is a specific reason (e.g., new process, new phase, new collaborator). Collaborators are also encouraged to provide feedback unsolicited. As one example, one of our Autistic team members spoke up about her difficulty understanding emails and recommended a new format to increase accessibility by chunking information under precise headings with specific instructions, and placing extra details in an optional section (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2011); we are still successfully using her format six years later. The CBPR literature is clear that the ability to reflect, provide feedback, and
adjust both actions and value systems/mental models via double-loop learning is not to be taken for granted; these practices require shared power and trust. AASPIRE attempts to do this through our approach to team learning/co-learning, and through the reinforcement of everyone's actions over time. In a cyclical and iterative way, is through our feedback loops that we are able to build and sustain the power-sharing and trust necessary for those loops to reinforce emancipatory aims instead of the status quo.

2.3.3. Holism

In my opinion, strategies like those described above for building a learning organization that attends to power cannot be implemented in isolation. They comprise complex feedbacks in themselves. Trust-building is facilitated by proof of commitment to capacity building which facilitates personal excellence which in turn strengthens team learning/co-learning which builds trust, and so on. In addition, team member characteristics--such as willingness to prioritize consensus and shared vision over small points--have played a key role in the success or failure of our learning organization over time. Therefore, the combined CST/CBPR model is one which must be considered and implemented in a holistic manner. Happily, holistic thinking is already embedded in both approaches.
2.6. Conclusion and Future Directions

In conclusion, CST and CBPR are compatible approaches to inquiry (via their shared historical, philosophical, and pragmatic foundations and stated aims) that focus on human emancipation, context/complementarism, critical thinking, and holism. The principles and considerations for the practice of CBPR may be useful for implementing emancipatory practices within CST-focused settings; likewise, the rich set of methods from CST may be useful to CBPR practitioners. AASPIRE has been able to create and sustain an equitable learning organization via its application of CBPR's principles and considerations for emancipatory practice. While not without challenges (e.g., needing to re-build trust and re-negotiate team dynamics when new people join the group, managing the extra time required to maintain equitable practice around project deadlines, managing students whose unique positionality can generate challenges with power-sharing or communication, etc.), the hybrid approach has been satisfying and beneficial to us in practice. Researchers unrelated to AASPIRE have started to call attention to the equitability and success of AASPIRE's model (Jivraj, Sacrey et al. 2014, Pellicano, Dinsmore et al. 2014).

AASPIRE conducts academic research. However, we have used our hybrid CST/CBPR approach to develop a web-based healthcare toolkit (AASPIRE Healthcare toolkit, autismandhealth.org) for both marginalized (Autistic) and dominant (healthcare provider) end users. We were able to collaboratively and equitably manage the full software development cycle from concept and design, to user interface and content
development, through to final testing with minor adjustments to our processes informed by our feedback mechanisms; we describe the details elsewhere (Raymaker, Nicolaidis et al. in review). This suggests that our hybrid approach is usable outside of academic research settings, for example in a commercial technology setting. It would be interesting to see others test the utility of this approach both in similar research settings and in more commercial or industrial contexts—in all settings where systems thinking methodologies are used.

One shortcoming of AASPIRE's implementation of a hybrid approach—at least in terms of the tidiness of its example—is that at the group's inception, I was familiar with hard and soft systems thinking, but not with CST. Given the group's emancipatory focus, CBPR's foundations in critical theory, and the grounding many of AASPIRE's team members (formally or informally) in feminism and/or critical disability studies, it was inevitable that our approach to systems thinking be infused with critical theory; in retrospect, CST best describes the systems thinking approach we took. However, the union could have been tidier. It will be interesting to see if there are any impacts of this increased level of awareness on the group moving forward, including how we can make use of CST's growing literature of methods (e.g., CSH (Ulrich 1995, Ulrich and Renolds 2010), boundary critique (Midgley 1992, Midgley 2001)); for example, to facilitate more conscious awareness of how feedback could be reinforcing dominant positions within the organization and break such loops, or to better understand mental models around power, which could lead to more effective power-sharing.
Of relevance to this discussion is Midgely's Community Operations Research (COR), which bears many similarities to CBPR, and also speaks to the commonalities and synergies between CST and other "flavors" of participatory action research conducted with marginalized communities. COR is an effective way to conduct emancipatory research and examples of its use well-documented (Midgley 2001). However it differs from the hybrid CBPR/CST example given here in two main ways. First, CBPR brings with it formally defined principles and considerations. Perhaps this formalism could be useful to some COR projects. Second, and more importantly COR, like a pure CBPR approach, requires community as a key component. Perhaps a hybrid COR/CST approach could function similarly to a hybrid CBPR/CST approach in more commercial or industrial settings, or other situations where community is not feasible or not applicable.

The focus of this paper has been skewed toward what CST might be able to use from CBPR, in part because CST has asked for emancipatory methods and means for generating more equitable practices (Flood and Jackson 1991). CBPR's principles (either the principles themselves or a similar set of emancipatory principles appropriate for a given project context), CBPR's considerations for emancipatory practice, and CBPR's wealth of process literature could provide inspiration for developing those general methods and practices. From the CBPR side, what CST has to offer is perhaps more nuanced. With many systems thinking ideas already incorporated (ecological/holistic perspectives, feedback, context and boundaries, etc.), CBPR could perhaps benefit from a more clear language and set of models for understanding and talking about these
ideas. Additionally, CBPR has acknowledged the need for, and utility of, systems thinking methodologies within its own approach (Dick 2010, Trickett 2011); with its emancipatory aim, the methodologies of CST may be particularly useful to CBPR practitioners.

In conclusion, the hybrid approach to emancipatory collaborations described here is facilitated by the underlying similarities between CST and CBPR; a useful practice can be generated at their complements. Further exploration into a hybrid approach may yield new methods for emancipatory systemic practice.
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Abstract

People with disabilities experience disparities in technology engagement, in part due to barriers to access. Existing accessibility standards are necessary but not sufficient without input from end users. However, little is known about effective collaboration with this population. This methodological paper details use of a community based participatory research (CBPR) approach in co-developing an interactive website with people on the autism spectrum.

We used a dynamically adjusted version of our collaborative processes and four end user engagement studies designed to solicit recommendations for site form and content, and assess usability, accessibility, and acceptability.
Autistic team members identified many accessibility requirements around language and design. Participants in the end user engagement studies identified similar requirements. Participants in the beta site evaluation felt the site was easy to use (97% N=120) and understand (95% N=117), and would recommend it (92% N=105). Effective methods for community-engaged web development include respecting expertise, equitable involvement at all stages, adjusting processes dynamically, operationalizing emancipatory aims, and leveraging existing partnerships. The AASPIRE Web Accessibility Guideline summarizes accessibility requirements.

People with disabilities can be co-developers in technology creation; CBPR can provide an effective methodological approach to facilitate. Improved access to technology could improve outcomes for individuals with disabilities.
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3.1. Overview

Making web-based technology accessible to people with disabilities is important for creating an equitable Internet (Jaeger 2011, Coleman Institute for Cognitive Disabilities 2013). Existing standards such as the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) alone are necessary but not sufficient for meeting accessibility needs; direct input from individuals with disabilities themselves must also be solicited and integrated (Mirchandani 2003, Federici, Micangeli et al. 2005, Friedman and Bryen 2007, Jaeger 2008, Adam and Kreps 2009, Kelly, Sloan et al. 2009, Brajnik, Yesilada et al. 2011,
Kennedy, Evans et al. 2011). However, not much is known about methods to effectively include individuals with disabilities in web development, especially those whose disabilities may make them particularly marginalized or frequently left out of Internet or technology policy discussions.

This paper describes the development of an accessible web-based healthcare toolkit by the Academic Autistic Spectrum Partnership in Research and Education (AASPIRE, aaspire.org) using a community based participatory research (CBPR) approach (Israel, Schulz et al. 2003, Wallerstein and Duran 2003, Nicolaidis and Raymaker 2015).

We detail our CBPR methods for involving individuals on the autism spectrum in web development, including both our usual methods for equitably working together and the adjustments we made to adapt those methods to fit the specific needs of a web development project.

We then describe the web development project itself. The AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit (autismandhealth.org) consists of an informational web site and an interactive tool called the Autism Healthcare Accommodations Tool (AHAT), which were developed separately and then integrated into the complete toolkit. As part of the development process, we conducted a series of end user engagement studies to further capture the perspectives of individuals on the autism spectrum. We present the development of the informational web site, attending to accessibility concerns with respect to both the site's content and its user interface design, and the development of the user interface for the
interactive AHAT tool. Lastly, we present our evaluation of the combined components in the complete AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit.

We synthesize our experience into two sets of recommendations. First we summarize our CBPR methods into a set of recommendations for others interested in working directly with individuals with disabilities to build accessible web sites or other technologies. Second, we summarize what we learned about making web sites accessible to individuals on the autism spectrum into a set of empirically verified web accessibility guidelines.

We conclude with a discussion of the broader implications of this work both in addressing existing gaps in understanding how to collaborate with people with disabilities to create accessible technology, and in improving the accessibility of the Internet more generally.

3.2. Background

3.2.1. Disability, Power, and the Internet

At an estimated worldwide population of over a billion (World Health Organization 2011), people with disabilities comprise one of the world's largest and most diverse minorities. Like other minorities, they experience significant inequities in multiple areas of life, including education (United Nations 2006), employment (United Nations 2006, U.S. Department of Labor 2014), health and healthcare (World Health Organization 2013), participation in policy (United Nations Human Rights Council 2011), and engagement with technology (Jaeger 2011, Pew Internet and American Life Project
In the US, only 51% of people with disabilities have access to Internet technology compared with 84% of individuals without disabilities (Pew Internet and American Life Project 2011), and only 64% of scientists and engineers with a disability are employed compared with 83% of peers without disabilities (National Science Foundation 2013). These inequities in technology engagement persist despite the existence of technology accessibility standards such as the WCAG (W3C 2013) and policies such as Section 508 of the US Rehabilitation Act (United States Government 2013) and the United Nations Web Accessibility Mandate (United Nations 2013). They also persist despite the fact that many accessibility features are cost-effective and easy to implement. (Jaeger 2011). These disparities both reinforce, and are symptomatic of, people with disabilities having less social, political, and economic power (the ability to effect change or take action) than dominant groups.

In their "information worlds" model, Jaeger and Burnett define three dimensions of information access: physical, intellectual, and social (Jaeger 2011). With respect to the World Wide Web, physical accessibility has received the most focus (Jaeger 2011), and can often be simpler to address. For example, physical accessibility might be implemented by using image alt tags or providing user-controlled font sizes, whereas intellectual accessibility might require translation into a simpler and less abstract vocabulary or social accessibility might require an expert who can write content for individuals who have limited comprehension of language pragmatics. The principles of the WCAG, the most widely-used web accessibility standard, focus primarily on physical
accessibility and state web sites must be perceivable, operable, understandable, and robust (see Table 3) (W3C 2008, W3C 2013). While there are no standards that specifically address intellectual and social accessibility on the web, a general guideline may be found in the plain language movement. "Plain language" is defined behaviorally by the Center for Plain Language: "Can the people who are the audience for the material quickly and easily find what they need, understand what they find, [and] act appropriately on that understanding" (Center for Plain Language 2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceivable</td>
<td>Users can detect content</td>
<td>Providing text descriptions of non-text elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operable</td>
<td>Users can control the site</td>
<td>Keyboard-only navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understandable</td>
<td>Users can comprehend content</td>
<td>Predicable operation of web pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>Users can run the site on current and future technologies</td>
<td>Compliance with standards such as HTML5, CSS3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3: Principles of the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)*

Accessibility standards are necessary but not sufficient for creating accessible web sites; there is a substantial literature justifying the need for end user engagement in the development of accessible sites (Mirchandani 2003, Federici, Micangeli et al. 2005, Friedman and Bryen 2007, Jaeger 2008, Adam and Kreps 2009, Kelly, Sloan et al. 2009, Brajnik, Yesilada et al. 2011, Kennedy, Evans et al. 2011). Individuals who do not experience a particular disability lack the lived experience (literally, the expertise gained by having had an experience) necessary to understand effective accessibility strategies, or even what functional limitations posed by the disability may require accommodating (Brew-Parrish 1997, Brew-Parrish 2004). The diversity of the experience of disability means that no one set of guidelines will fit all accessibility needs. There is also a strong
justification for the ethics and efficacy of including individuals with disabilities in
disability research, both as participants and as members of the research team
(McDonald and Keys 2008, McDonald, Kidney et al. 2009, McDonald 2012, Raymaker
and McDonald 2013).

Inclusion of people with disabilities in research and web development, however,
is not trivial. Although civil rights movements led by people with disabilities have
worked throughout the past century to end segregation and promote inclusion and
is slow. Ongoing inequities in education and employment result in fewer people with
disabilities working in web development. The population can be difficult for outsiders to
reach or to understand how to effectively engage. To adequately attend to the complex
dynamics of power and marginalization and understand accessibility barriers well
enough to create effective accommodations for improving access to web-based
technology, a unique methodological approach may be required.

Community based participatory research (CBPR) offers an approach to research
which can be used to engage people with disabilities in web development and
technology research. CBPR is a branch of emancipatory action research which evolved
within health services to address many issues that minority communities experience
with research, including exclusion and power inequity (Israel, Schulz et al. 2003, Minkler
and Wallerstein 2003, Israel, Eng et al. 2005). Action research is an approach to inquiry
where members of the research team are also part of the population of interest, and
the research is conducted for the purpose of making a change in the world; emancipatory action research also attempts to increase the power and capacity of people who have been marginalized (Reason and Bradbury 2006). These types of approaches to research developed, in part, to address issues wherein research was not benefiting the people or communities it was being conducted on (Lewin 1946, Minkler and Wallerstein 2003). CBPR focuses on community as a unit of identity, fostering equal partnership between communities and academics, research for the purpose of action, and an ongoing commitment to nine principles of emancipatory practice (see Table 4) (Israel, Schulz et al. 2003, Minkler and Wallerstein 2003, Israel, Eng et al. 2005, Nicolaidis and Raymaker 2015). The process for conducting CBPR can be documented and applied in a systematic way to promote equitable, collaborative inquiry that attends to accommodations and is sensitive to power (Nicolaidis and Raymaker 2015).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acknowledge the community as a unit of identity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Build on strengths and resources in the community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Facilitate a collaborative, equitable partnership in all phases of the research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Foster co-learning and capacity building among all partners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Balance knowledge generation and intervention for the mutual benefit of all partners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Attend to both local relevance and ecological perspectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Develop systems using a cyclical and iterative process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Disseminate results to all partners, and involve all partners in dissemination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Commit to long-term processes and group sustainability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Nine Principles of Community Based Participatory Research (extrapolated from Israel, 2003)

3.2.2. Autism and Web Accessibility

Although sharing many similar circumstances and goals, the population of people with disabilities is extremely diverse. Some groups of people with disabilities have been more effective in advocating for accommodations including web accessibility, either
because they started sooner, are greater in number, began with greater privilege or community support, have disabilities that are easier to understand or accommodate, or achieved it among other reasons (Shapiro 1994, Charlton 2000, Jaeger 2011). Individuals on the autism spectrum, who likely comprise 1% of the population (Brugha, Meltzer et al. 2009, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2014), remain a particularly disempowered group, and their specific needs have rarely been considered in web accessibility discussions. There are currently no autism-specific guidelines for web accessibility published in the academic literature, and very few informal recommendations in professional literature (the National Autistic Society has provided one (The National Autistic Society 2013)). Despite lack of consideration of autism-specific web accessibility needs, a large number of autistic individuals likely use the Internet (Biever 2007, Robertson 2007, Jordan 2010), and Autistic community has developed largely through web-based interaction (Sinclair 2005, Chamak, Bonniau et al. 2008); the Internet has been called "to autistic people what ASL is to the deaf" (Blume 1997). Indeed, a recent online survey reported that the Internet helped autistic people communicate more than it helped non-autistic people because of its textual basis, provisioning of time to think, unique opportunities for practicing social interaction (including control of who to interact with and control of communication media), and facilitation of meeting similar people and expression of one's true self (Gillespie-Lynch 2014).
Autism spectrum disorder is defined by differences in social communication and repetitive or restricted behavior or interests (American Psychiatric Association 2013), suggesting intellectual and social accessibility might be particularly important. Autistic individuals also often report differences in sensory perception and integration which can present barriers to technology use. Existing web accessibility guidelines for other types of disabilities do not address these particular areas, and may even increase barriers to access for autistic users. For example, while some aspects of the guidelines for individuals with intellectual disability (Mirchandani 2003, Friedman and Bryen 2007, Kennedy, Evans et al. 2011) such as consistent navigation may be helpful to autistic users, others can directly conflict, as is the case when simplifying vocabulary makes language pragmatics more difficult to understand (Raymaker 2011, Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2014). Likewise with guidelines for making the web accessible to people with sensory disabilities; for example, captions may be helpful to autistic people who have difficulty processing auditory information, but high-contrast color schemes suitable for people with low vision may be painful or unreadable to autistic users with hypersensitive vision. "Universal design" (accessibility features that work for all) is not universal to meeting all needs and never can be due to conflicting needs (e.g., one person needs more light while another needs less light). Autism-specific guidelines for web accessibility are needed.
3.2.3. Project Context

In response to the lack of accessible healthcare systems information on the World Wide Web, as well as the lack of resources targeted toward adults on the autism spectrum despite evidence of need for adult healthcare interventions (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2013), the Academic Autistic Spectrum Partnership in Research and Education (AASPIRE) initiated the AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit web development project. AASPIRE is a community-academic partnership which uses a CBPR approach to conduct research with, and relevant to, the Autistic community (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2011). Our research group was founded on an emancipatory version of the learning organization model which uses feedback to generate "an organization that is continually expanding its capacity to create its future," (Senge 1990) and incorporates ideas drawn from critical systems thinking, a critical theory-informed approach to inquiry into complex phenomena (Flood 1990, Jackson 1990, Flood and Jackson 1991, Jackson 2006). AASPIRE is comprised of a multi-disciplinary team of autistic persons, family members, healthcare professionals, academic researchers, and technology professionals. We operate with co-community/academic control at all organizational levels: community and academic co-Principal Investigators (co-PIs), community and academic councils which collaborate with the co-PIs during all phases of the research, and a steering committee (composed of the co-PIs, two community representatives, and one academic representative) to manage conflict-resolution and make decisions in rare cases when timing prohibits full group discussion.
Since its inception in 2006, AASPIRE has conducted an ongoing series of healthcare studies (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2013, Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. in press). In June 2010, we received an NIMH award to develop a web-based intervention for autistic adults and their healthcare providers. The intervention, the AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit, consists of an informational web site and the Autism Healthcare Accommodations Tool (AHAT), an online form that converts user input into a customized accommodations report, translated and formatted to be amenable to healthcare professionals. Individuals can give the report to their healthcare providers and providers' staff.

3.2.4. Objectives

This paper focuses on our work using a CBPR approach to develop the content and user interface design of the informational web site, and the user interface design of the interactive AHAT tool. We present our methodology which included both our internal collaboration processes and a series of three end user engagement studies. We also present the results of the evaluation of the usability and acceptability of the full beta version of the AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit to a larger sample of autistic and supporter end users. We then synthesize what we learned during the development process into 1) a set of recommendations for engaging end users in web development in similar settings and 2) a set of guidelines for making web sites accessible to autistic end users. It is our hope that others will use our methods for engaging with individuals with disabilities in technology development, as well as consider using our accessibility
guidelines to create more approachable technology for individuals on the autism spectrum. We believe using a CBPR approach to technology development with people with disabilities can greatly improve equitable access to technology.

3.3. CBPR Methods

3.3.1. General Methods

Every CBPR partnership will operate uniquely, as it must incorporate the culture, values, resources, and needs of the community in developing its processes in accord with the principles of CBPR (Minkler and Wallerstein 2003, Israel, Eng et al. 2005, Nicolaidis and Raymaker 2015). AASPIRE has developed an infrastructure, communication and collaboration system, method for shared decision-making, and process for continual self-reflection and adjustment that accounts for the Autistic community's geographical dispersal, interest in Internet technology, and need for alternatives to real-time speech as a communication mode. (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2011)

3.3.1.1. Collaboration Methods for Equitable, Iterative Involvement

In order to involve Autistic individuals equitably at every stage of our work, AASPIRE has developed collaboration methods that enable and privilege the Autistic community's needs and culture, and help limit the advantage our non-autistic partners typically have in interactions. AASPIRE's day-to-day collaboration is conducted between meetings via our text-based listserve, and in group meetings via Skype text chat (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2011). During meetings, a facilitator guides attendees through the agenda,
documents, and discussion points (sent to the listserv in advance) by pasting the information into the chat session. We have collaboratively developed guidelines for our meetings, including defining acronyms, prefixing text with initials if typing a direct response to that person's post, placing off-topic comments in parentheses, and providing a 30 to 90 second delay before switching topics to ensure everyone has had time to formulate and type a response. While our primary channel for meetings is the text chat, we offer multiple modes for collaboration to accommodate scheduling and communication needs, including one-on-one text chats, email, phone calls, or, for team members in the Portland, Oregon area, in-person meetings (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2011). This gives our Autistic partners more ability to influence and act (i.e., more power) in the collaboration than they would have had in fast-paced face-to-face meetings where some team members would have been disadvantaged or unable to participate at all (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2011). Other processes and policies for equitable collaboration include the "five finger" method for decision-making (described in detail elsewhere (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2011)), defined roles and responsibilities, financial compensation to all partners for their time on funded projects, and a private web site for archiving. In addition, the community and academic co-PIs meet weekly or more often to implement the group’s decisions and conduct the work of the project.

Methods for Self-Reflection and Process Adjustment

As part of our commitment to being a learning organization, as well as to the CBPR principle of developing systems via a cyclical and iterative process (i.e., cycles of
critical self-reflection), we have mechanisms for continuously evaluating and improving our processes. We do explicit "CBPR check-ins" during meetings, re-evaluate processes when there is a perceived need, and encourage partners to provide unsolicited feedback. These mechanisms add reflexive practice and double-loop learning (the adjustment of underlying values and assumptions in addition to the adjustment of processes and procedures) (Lewin 1946, Argyris 1977) to our daily work, enabling us to constantly recalibrate our organizational practice to meet our team's and our projects' needs. During the AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit project, we used these feedback mechanisms to adjust our usual research collaboration methods to fit the needs of website development.

3.3.1.2. Development Process, Co-Learning, and Power-Sharing

Our usual CBPR methods for iterative research materials development--for example creating, reviewing, and refining recruitment materials, measures, and interview guides--for the most part fit with typical software development processes, with engineering staff taking on the roles typically done by research assistants and academic consultants. Roles throughout the toolkit technology development included the programmers (staff person/s with the engineering and technical skills to create the software and resources), a meeting facilitator, our team of community and academic partners, and the co-PIs. This paper's first author and community co-PI often occupied both the programmer and facilitator role; however additional staff also participated in the technology development and meeting facilitation. The co-PIs were directly involved
at all stages of the software development process. Communication was often facilitated by team members who were able to "bridge the gap" for others between technical expertise and community expertise; in particular one of our community members is also a computer scientist and our lead programmer is also a community member. The programmer prepared the web site and content for the group, for example by creating a new version of the software, setting up access to the secure development site, or compiling bug reports. The facilitator prepared materials by creating accessible review requests, agendas, and login instructions. The co-PIs helped prepare and review these materials prior to engaging with the team. After the team and co-PIs finished a portion of collaborative work, the programmer implemented the team's recommendations for the web site, and the facilitator implemented the team's recommendations for process modifications. As needed, changes were then fed back into the next iteration. We explicitly re-checked important or risky changes to the web site with the team, for example addressing a significant usability or accessibility issue, or cases where a fix for one issue had the potential to cause a problem in another area. We repeated this process of preparing materials, soliciting collaborative input, and implementing recommendations until converging on a product we felt able to release as an alpha or beta version.

CBPR's commitments to co-learning and power-sharing enabled us to find an equitable balance between the expertise of the programmers and the expertise of our academic and autistic team members. Team members respected decisions made by the
programmers for technical reasons and the programmers respected decisions made by the team for scientific, functional, or cultural reasons; however, this rarely manifested as one group or the other "giving in." Instead it played out in dialogue with both parties explaining the reasons behind their thoughts, working back and forth to find a solution that took all reasons into consideration, and resulted in mutually agreeable solutions. For example, while underlines are standard for indicating hyperlinks and alternate methods present general usability issues, some autistic team members felt the underlines were visually distracting and compromised readability. Discussion from both the technical usability side and from the community accessibility side resulted in us keeping the underlines to indicate hyperlinks but implementing them as subtly colored bottom borders on the two lower contrast color themes. Both the learned expertise of the software professionals and the lived expertise of Autistic team members were equally respected as valid subject matter expertise, and everyone was able to learn from each other.

Our full team was involved with all stages of the development process including conceptualization, content development, user interface design, testing, and developing this manuscript.

3.3.2. Adaptations for Web Development

For most of the project, we successfully used our general methods for collaboration to accomplish the development cycle. However, at several stages our processes became infeasible and needed to be modified. Our methods for continual
feedback and adjustment enabled us to flex the usual processes to fit the project needs and to continue to include our Autistic collaborators, enable them to share their subject matter expertise, and maintain the principles of CBPR.

As the AASPIRE team began reviewing an early version of the informational web site, it became clear that team members had different approaches to interaction with web technology; for example, some were exploratory users who clicked on everything, others zeroed in on a particular area of interest and ignored the rest. A guided walk-through of the software and its features in our typical meeting format proved too restrictive. Through trial and error, we found reviewing software was more effective when the facilitator guided the group to a particular area of the site (e.g., "go to the home page") and then let individuals explore and share their thoughts in reference to that particular area.

With respect to collaborating on the drafts of the web site content, the enormous amount of information to be worked through made group discussion unfeasible: the final text of the site content comprised over 80,000 words and we made it through less than 3000 in our first two hour meeting due to the slowness of a large-group format and the detailed comments by team members. At the end of that meeting, we discussed the need to change our process for content review and jointly agreed that each person would provide input via their own individually-preferred mode. For example, one team member opted to use track changes and comments in Word documents, another to set up one-on-one meetings via text chat to go over the
documents with a developer or research assistant, and a third sent comments in email. I implemented the recommendations in collaboration with the academic co-PI and kept detailed change logs. Although we had originally intended to bring difficult or controversial edits back to the group for approval, the feedback given by team members, while substantive, ended up being straightforward and additional iterations prior to the beta release were not necessary.

3.4. AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit

The AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit consists of an informational web site and the Autism Healthcare Accommodations Tool (AHAT) interactive report generator. We developed these components separately and combined them in the final beta and public web-based toolkit. During the development process, we conducted four studies with autistic persons sampled from the online Autistic community and from the broader population of individuals on the autism spectrum. The first three studies were end user engagement studies designed to provide input and feedback on the components of the toolkit. Study 1: Recommendations used qualitative interviews to obtain stakeholder suggestions for the toolkit. We used information from Study 1 and our team's expertise to create the alpha version of the informational web site, both content and interface. We then conducted a small usability study, Study 2: Site Usability, of the alpha site. For the AHAT user interface, we conducted a brief survey Study 3: AHAT User Interface to help refine the tool. We used our collaboration methods, described earlier, to
implement changes based on the findings of Study 2 and Study 3 to create the beta version of the toolkit product. As part of the larger healthcare intervention evaluation, we then conducted Study 4: Evaluation to gauge the usability and acceptability of the beta version of the complete toolkit product. See Figure 3 for the relationship between the studies, the toolkit components, and the full toolkit product.

We used our general CBPR collaboration methods to create the materials, collect the data, and perform the analysis and interpretation on all studies. All studies were approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Oregon Health & Science University.
3.4.1. *Informational Web Site Development*

We developed the informational web site using the expertise of our team, recommendations from end user engagement Study 1, our iterative CBPR methods, and usability feedback from end user engagement Study 3.

The original idea for the AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit was generated by our team based on our own experiences—including our knowledge of healthcare-related discussions and concerns within the Autistic community and our knowledge of the healthcare system—and on preliminary findings from the first 20 participants in end user engagement Study 1, which began as part of a prior study (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. in press). We conceptualized the web-based toolkit with a section for patients and their supporters and a section for healthcare providers. The "patient side" would include the AHAT and the informational web site comprising the following resources: worksheets to assist in healthcare activities (e.g., preparing for a visit checklist); information about healthcare navigation, keeping healthy, and understanding patient's rights; and an "autism 101" section for people new to the diagnosis. The "provider side" would include information about how to understand autism and provide better care to patients on the autism spectrum. Although web-based, we wanted all content to also be available in print media for individuals who do not use the Internet, who prefer print media, or who would like to be able to engage with the material offline. While the web site as a whole is intended for multiple audiences (patients, their supporters, and healthcare providers), this paper focuses on the development and accessibility of the site for the patient.
audience only. Here in section 4 we discuss the "patient side" of the informational web site component of the toolkit.

3.4.1.1. End User Engagement Study 1: Web Site Recommendations

Study 1 Methods

The primary aim of Study 1 was to better understand the healthcare experiences of adults on the autism spectrum; primary findings are discussed elsewhere (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. in press). Secondarily, we were interested in soliciting end user recommendations for the web site. Qualitative questions relevant to this paper focused on technology that individuals had found helpful for improving their healthcare in the past, ideas they had for new technology that could improve their healthcare in the future, and what they thought should be available on an informational web site about healthcare for adults on the autism spectrum.

Our sample consisted of U.S. residents 18 and older who self-identified as being on the autism spectrum (i.e., autistic disorder, Asperger's disorder, pervasive developmental disorder - not otherwise specified, or autism spectrum disorder). We recruited a convenience sample via two channels. First, we recruited autistic adults who use the Internet from a larger quantitative survey comparing the healthcare experiences of autistic adults and non-autistic adults (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2013) purposefully sampled to represent as broad a demographic as possible (age, gender, race, ethnicity, educational attainment, living situation, need for assistance with healthcare visits, and communication mode used during healthcare visits). Second, we recruited an additional
set of autistic adults in the local Portland, Oregon metro area via our off line networks and word-of-mouth, including through county disability services, group home staff, and self-advocacy groups, to further broaden the demographic to individuals with limited Internet access or lower educational levels, or who lived in supported housing. Participants had a choice of how to take part in the interview: email, text-based chat, telephone, or, if in the Portland metro area, in person.

I analyzed the qualitative data with TAMS Analyzer (Weinstein 2012) using thematic analysis with an inductive approach and an essentialist/realist paradigm (i.e., taking what participants said at face value rather than analyzing motivations behind their narratives) (Braun 2006). I verified my findings with peer debriefing by the academic PI and by member checking with the research team (i.e., sharing the findings with individuals who are similar to those we interviewed and asking if the interpretations seemed correct) (Marshall 2010). We used the findings from Study 1, along with our team’s expertise, to create the alpha version of the toolkit.

Study 1 Results

We interviewed 35 adults on the autism spectrum. The group was 56% female, 70% non-Hispanic white, and had a mean age of 35 with a range of 19-64. Seventy percent had an education of high school or less, 21% a bachelor's degree, and 10% a graduate degree. Fifty-four percent received personal assistance in healthcare settings. Participants had a range of health statuses. See Table 5. The primary areas autistic participants said they would like to see addressed in the toolkit were:
• navigating the healthcare system
• ways to facilitate communication with healthcare providers
• understanding and communicating symptoms
• health promotion (e.g., nutrition, exercise)
• reliable health and medical information
• software applications providing autism-friendly physician directories, patient/provider message boards, and an electronic system for communicating directly with their providers via writing.

We incorporated all of these participant recommendations into the alpha version of the web-based toolkit, with the exception of the software applications which were technologies outside of the scope of the project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUDY 1: RECOMMENDATIONS (N=39)</th>
<th></th>
<th>avg</th>
<th>std.dev.</th>
<th>range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19-64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (male)</td>
<td></td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>(22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic White</td>
<td></td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>(27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or less</td>
<td></td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>(27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s Degree</td>
<td></td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>(8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate Degree</td>
<td></td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gets help with healthcare</td>
<td></td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>(21)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall health status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td></td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td></td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>(9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td></td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>(14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td></td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>(11)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td></td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Study 1: Recommendations Demographics
3.4.1.2. Alpha Web Site Development

Content Development

CBPR privileges community members as experts in their own lived experience. Thus in creating the alpha version of the content, community members on our team worked with staff technical writers as subject matter experts. We iterated through the content twice, first in broad topic areas and then in a finer-grained review of drafts.

Our initial discussion with respect to accessibility focused on making the health and healthcare recommendations on the web site intellectually and socially accessible. For example, most information about making an appointment assumes that patients can use the telephone for communication; our site needed to include information about what to do when one cannot use the telephone. Similarly, in the nutrition section, team members identified the need for information that attended to autism-specific sensory and organizational challenges related to shopping, alternatives to cooking, how to make a change in diet when someone else such as an adult foster care worker makes food decisions, and strategies for broadening diet when there are sensory difficulties with food—considerations missing from most comparable mainstream information. We also discussed whether or not to include a section on therapy. Therapy is a difficult issue within the Autistic community, as it has been both a source of increased quality of life and a source of harm or oppression (Giangreco 1996, Creal 1999, Ne'eman 2010). We decided that not only is therapy an important topic to the community, but we had the capability and expertise to treat the topic with suitable delicacy and cultural
competence. It is unlikely that this degree of understanding of intellectual and social accessibility, as well as cultural sensitivity, would have been possible without the direct expertise and involvement of our Autistic community members.

In addition to implementing the broad items identified by the team, staff writers adhered to an eighth grade reading level, used specific and precise language and avoided idioms, minimized length as much as possible, and used a FAQ-formatted information architecture as intellectual accessibility considerations. For social accessibility, more explanation of social context was added than would be for other audiences--for example, including interaction scripts (e.g., for making an appointment, requesting accommodations from a healthcare provider, asking for a referral for a diagnosis).

After the programmers added the content to the informational web site, we reviewed the drafts and identified areas where accessibility could be improved. Key areas included the following.

Additions to the content based on lived experience: This included details such as using self-checkouts to avoid interaction at grocery stores and knowing that it is possible to be evaluated for autism even if there is no one available to give an early childhood report. It also included larger items such as adding a section on free clinics, and adding more social context, such as explaining why healthcare providers might be non-responsive or antagonistic towards accommodation requests.
**Clarifications of ambiguities:** Examples include instructions to communicate both medicine dosages to providers if two are listed; reinforcing that it’s OK to leave blanks on intake forms; prefacing lists and recommendations with "not all of these items may apply to you".

**Enhanced precision of language:** This was done in some cases by simply being more specific (e.g., changed "contact" to "call or email"), in other cases by adding definitions (e.g. for "healthcare providers", "drug interactions", "in-network provider"), and in still other cases by providing examples ("advocating for accommodations in the waiting room--adjust the music, lights, etc.").

**Clarifications due to community-specific context:** For example, adding examples of special diet as "diabetic diet or low salt diet" to make it clear this wasn't a "special needs" or "cure-autism" diet; changing "wait in my car" to "wait outside" so as not to presume the person has a car.

**Recommendations for restructures to reduce length or increase clarity:** Examples include removing some items from a long list, moving any information that was repeated multiple times into a separate section and then referencing that section. Many small wording changes to simplify language/reduce reading level, or increase clarity.

These recommendations were implemented by the programmers and technical writers to complete the alpha version of the web site content used in end user engagement Study 3: Web Site Usability.
Web Design and User Interface

As with the content development, we iterated through the site design first on a broader conceptual level and then by reviewing early versions of the site itself. Programmers made mock-ups of the site using a low-contrast color theme, an accessible sans-serif font, and visual simplicity including plain, flat backgrounds for physical accessibility.

The team came to consensus on preferred layout quickly; however, the color palette for the site was difficult to arrive at. As a key aspect of physical accessibility, team members expressed particular preferences and noted that the "wrong" palette could lead to eye strain, migraines, and an inability to read the text. Further, while a low-contrast palette in general is an accessibility need for many autistic persons, it also presents a barrier to accessibility for individuals with low vision. This led to a decision to have multiple color themes and default to a palette similar to our aaspire.org web site, which everyone on the team likes. Two high contrast themes were developed to meet the WCAG guideline for contrast ratio (W3C 2013). We were unable to develop a theme with universal physical accessibility; that is, a palette that both met the contrast ratio guideline and was easy for community partners with sensitive vision to read comfortably (or at all).

I implemented the group's initial site design decisions. In addition to following the WCAG, I implemented physical accessibility features for user-controlled font sizes and color themes (including a "no CSS theme"), and intellectual accessibility features of
a simple and clutter-free interface, predictable navigation and layout, and use of simple, meaningful icons to delineate and organize content areas and topics. We then held a series of group meetings to identify the following enhancements to accessibility.

For intellectual accessibility:

- *Decreasing clutter*: remove or tone down use of horizontal rows as separators, increase use of white space.
- *Reducing scrolling*: layout tweaks so all navigation and key page elements (e.g., download content, AHAT link) can be seen at once in a standard-sized browser window to make it easier for users to understand the full context of each page.
- *Increasing predictability*: position elements in the same place on both the patient and provider sides of the site, add breadcrumbs even for shallow navigation.
- *Integrating icons with information architecture*: use visual cues to reinforce site structure. The team felt that the simple icons increased usability and accessibility, either because they provided an additional key to the nature of the content or because the visual delineation they created assisted with understanding how the information was organized (i.e., they functioned as a particularly effective bullet).

For social accessibility:

- *Increasing explicitness*: use words on the home page to make it very clear what the site is about and why someone might use it, replace "change skin" with
"change theme", make key areas, such as the entry point for the AHAT, visually distinct from the surrounding layout.

- **Neutralizing icons**: be mindful of community-specific or cultural meanings of symbols. Though improving accessibility, the team found some initial icon choices problematic; in particular, the butterfly originally used to identify the patient side of the site held too many pre-existing connotations within the community, and some felt the lightning bolt originally used for the patient rights section communicated aggression. We worked together to come up with an icon set that was communicative of the site content without bringing in additional meanings.

For physical accessibility:

- **Attending to accessible color**: provide a dark background theme and a light background theme for both the low and high-contrast palettes (i.e., four themes were created in addition to the no CSS/print option)

These recommendations were implemented by the programmers to complete the alpha version of the informational web site used in end user engagement Study 3: Web Site Usability.

#### 3.4.1.3. End User Engagement Study 2: Usability

**Study 2 Methods**

We purposefully sampled participants for the usability study for proximity to the demographics and use cases of likely "real world" end users of the informational web
site. Participants needed to be U.S. residents over the age of 18, and fit one of the following criteria: 1) be diagnosed with an autism spectrum disorder; and/or 2) provide support to someone who has been diagnosed with an autism spectrum disorder; and/or 3) be a primary care provider; these three populations comprise the intended audiences for the web site. Additionally, participants were purposefully selected to represent a range of comfort with Internet technology, a range of educational levels, and multiple target use cases (task-oriented, exploratory, and proxy--using the site on behalf of a family member or client). Participants needed to live in the Portland, Oregon metro area as the study was administerd in person.

We followed a typical protocol for software usability testing (US Department of Health and Human Services), where participants were asked to complete a series of tasks involving the web site functionality while I observed, asked follow-up questions, and recorded the results. Data recorded on the tasks were 1) whether or not the task could be completed; 2) how long the task took to complete; 3) researcher observations and; 4) participant comments. Tasks covered basic web functionality (e.g., search, navigation), accessibility functions (e.g., color theme switching, font size control), and functionality specific to the toolkit (e.g., downloading content for offline use, locating links to access the AHAT).

I met with participants in person. In cases where there appeared to be a problem with usability, I probed participants for what they thought might be the reason, and what they thought might remedy the problem. I created summary matrices of the
results for site functionality and site content. I then aggregated problem areas in a third summary matrix indicating the number of participants who experienced the issue, the severity of the issue (i.e., degree to which the issue posed a barrier to key site functionality), and ideas for how the issue might be addressed. During the process, I referred to observational field notes and participant comments to gain a more in-depth understanding of issues. In my role as lead programmer, I made decisions about what to address from the aggregate issues matrix based on severity ranking and level of effort to correct the issue. The full team discussed the results of the usability study and reviewed the modifications using our regular CBPR methods.

**Study 2 Results**

Eight individuals participated in the usability study; participant characteristics are summarized in Table 6. While all participants were able to complete the primary site functionality tasks of navigating to their audience section, locating the main site content, and reading an article, they did identify several important usability and accessibility issues. Issues are summarized in Table 7. The highest priority issues were a consequence of the forms and worksheets displaying as the default page after entering the patient or provider side from the home page, and lack of clear labeling for the topic and outline navigation. These issues were remedied by adding, as default, a topic summary page, and by adding headers. The usability issues were not specific to autistic end users, nor were there any issues specific to only supporters or only primary care providers; in cases where an issue was reported by more than one person, those
individuals spanned multiple stakeholder groups. This was important to us since all
three audiences could conceivably be using the site.

**STUDY 2: WEB SITE USABILITY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder Group</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autistic</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporter</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCP</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-34</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-50</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50+</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical Ability (observed)</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high school or modified diploma</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undergraduate degree</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graduate degree</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Study 2 Web Site Usability Demographics

Participants were encouraged to "think out loud" as they performed the usability
tasks. Several participants noted the accessibility features of the site during their
dialogue. Autistic participants said they appreciated the ability to change the colors
("because some people may have a harder time seeing one...not many sites I know do
that"); appreciated the icons and the simple, predictable navigation ("I like how you can
go back to top from any place so you don't get lost"); the lack of clutter ("calming not to
have the splashings and the fancies"); and the highly structured information
architecture and FAQ-formatted content ("clear, categorical information in an accessible
format is great and sorely needed. Most sites present information in the form of vague statements instead of a question...this is an intuitive web site...it's in question form so I know where to go”).

The programmers revised the web site to address the issues brought out during the usability testing. We used the resulting beta site, along with the beta Autism Healthcare Accommodations Tool, in the evaluation study, Study 4 (described in section 4.3).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of reports</th>
<th>severity</th>
<th>issue</th>
<th>actions</th>
<th>stakeholders**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>not clear site is about autism</td>
<td>add some identifiers</td>
<td>pcp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>overwhelming and not clear what would be relevant (PCP side)</td>
<td>re-do the information architecture for the PCP side</td>
<td>pcp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>topic and outline links not clear</td>
<td>add &quot;Topics&quot; or &quot;Outline&quot; header above the links</td>
<td>aut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>topics not clear</td>
<td>change default to splash page to description of topics</td>
<td>aut, sup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>med</td>
<td>did not process right hand side of main page where AHAT link is</td>
<td>add AHAT link also to topic list on left hand side</td>
<td>aut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>med</td>
<td>not clear site is about primary care only</td>
<td>add some identifiers</td>
<td>sup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>med</td>
<td>font size adjuster hard to read for someone with low vision</td>
<td>make high contrast always</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>med</td>
<td>printed PDFs lack navigation and branding</td>
<td>add table of contents and branded footer to PDFs</td>
<td>aut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>med</td>
<td>close window button only relevant in the popup print version</td>
<td>hide close window button when &quot;No CSS&quot; used as theme</td>
<td>aut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>slight crowding / narrow margins</td>
<td>make whitespace a little bigger, bullet links</td>
<td>aut, pcp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1*</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>could not find detail actions (print, email, download)</td>
<td>thought a special &quot;tool&quot; area on the top bar might work</td>
<td>aut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>looked for static content links on bottom of page</td>
<td>add static links to bottom in addition to top</td>
<td>aut, sup, pcp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>graphic for switching sides not effective; unclear what it will do</td>
<td>change graphic to plain text; consider other ideas</td>
<td>aut, su, pcp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>dropdown to change back to layout hard to find on no css theme</td>
<td>place dropdown in same place as on formatted layout</td>
<td>aut, sup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>insufficient PDF identification and resources</td>
<td>add PDF indicator, link to Acrobat, information for how to get alternative format</td>
<td>aut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1*</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>looked for email to on main page</td>
<td>offer email option in a special content area on the main page</td>
<td>aut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>not sure what &quot;No CSS&quot; meant</td>
<td>change to &quot;no layout&quot;</td>
<td>aut</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* italicized items not addressed due to determination of limited benefit given the effort to implement effectively

** pcp - primary care provider; aut - autistic adult; sup - person who supports an autistic adult in healthcare settings

Table 7: Usability Issues Matrix
3.4.2. Autism Healthcare Accommodations Tool

The Autism Healthcare Accommodations Tool (AHAT) generates a customized accommodations report for autistic patients to give to their healthcare providers. Patients fill out an online form, and the software translates and formats patient answers into a PDF report suitable for primary care providers and their staff. For example, the patient form reads "press on" whereas the provider report reads "palpate," and patient responses appear on the report as bullets organized beneath headers indicating whether the accommodations would be made by office staff or healthcare providers.

We built the AHAT as an extension to Portland State University's Audio Computer Assisted Self Interview (ACASI) platform, a web-based survey and teaching tool. The original ACASI was created in partnership with individuals with a wide range of disabilities to incorporate a number of accessibility features, using similar CBPR methods for technology development as those described here (Oschwald, Renker et al. 2009, Oschwald, Leotti et al. 2014). Accessibility features of the basic ACASI include a read-aloud option, user-controlled font sizes, consistent and clutter-free navigation, the capacity to play ASL translations of text, and screen reader optimization. A detailed description of the original ACASI software, as well as another example of applying a CBPR approach to web development in collaboration with people with disabilities, can be found in our 2014 paper (Oschwald, Leotti et al. 2014).

Team members noted that they liked the neutral colors and the existing accessibility features, and no one reported difficulty using the form. The group
identified one barrier to intellectual accessibility—the inability to go back to previous pages—and two barriers to physical accessibility. Those were: 1) dependence on Flash for the non-screen reader version, limiting cross-platform compatibility and compatibility with assistive technology (e.g., alternatives to keyboards or mice such as speech-to-text software or switches), and 2) lack of alternative color schemes. Programmers addressed the no back button and Flash issues in the beta version of the tool; the alternative color scheme item was deferred until a later release due to time constraints.

3.4.2.1. End User Engagement Study 3: AHAT Usability and Refinement

Study 3 Methods

We conducted a two-week test-retest reliability study on the AHAT as part of its development as a healthcare intervention tool. After participants completed the AHAT the second time, we solicited feedback regarding their experiences with the user interface. We sampled U.S. residents age 18 or older who also met at least one of the following criteria: 1) diagnosed with an autism spectrum disorder and/or 2) providing support to an individual diagnosed with an autism spectrum disorder who would not be able to participate in the study themselves, even with accommodations and supports. We recruited participants through word of mouth and our personal networks, including community listserves, local developmental disabilities agencies, and social media. Multiple-choice items asked participants to rank their ease of understanding the content, the importance of the content, and whether or not they would share the AHAT
report with a primary care provider. An open-ended item asked participants to offer suggestions for how to improve the AHAT. We analyzed the quantitative data with summary statistics using STATA (StataCorp LP 2013), and summarized the recommendations provided in the open-ended item. Decisions about which recommendations to address were made by the team using our usual collaboration methods.

Study 3 Results

Fifty-nine people (42 autistic and 17 support people) completed the study; see Table 8 for demographic information. In general, participants thought the information was very important (83% N=49), easy to understand (97% N=59), and said they would like their providers to know the information (92% N=54).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUDY 3: AHAT USER INTERFACE</th>
<th>avg</th>
<th>std.dev.</th>
<th>range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>18-64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>autistic</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supporter</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>32% (19)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>59% (35)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>8% (5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;high school</td>
<td>5% (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high school or modified diploma</td>
<td>31% (18)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undergraduate degree</td>
<td>40% (23)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graduate degree</td>
<td>14% (24)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Non-Hispanic White               | 86% (50) |

Table 8: Study 3: AHAT User Interface Demographics
Qualitative suggestions for improving the user interface included the issues brought up already by our team. They also included the following suggestions for enhancing intellectual and/or social accessibility: 1) clarifying the reason for open-ended items; 2) adding a not sure or N/A option to reduce anxiety about not being able to answer exactly; 3) allowing people to write in their own answers instead of selecting from the checklists and; 4) correcting a confusing checkbox / write-in combo that was difficult to understand how to fill out. Participants also noted the need to reduce the font sizes to display more text per page and minimize scrolling. We made all these changes except allowing people to write in their own answers, as the main reason for the form was to restrict the type and quantity of information appearing in the report (healthcare providers respond better to smaller amounts of very concise information).

No participants explicitly stated that the form was difficult to use or inaccessible.

We also analyzed statistics logged by the ACASI computer program to assess the amount of time it took participants to complete the form and the number of items they selected. Because the form is long--24 items shown one page at a time, most with 10-20 response options requiring self-reflection--we were concerned it might be too much of a burden for end users. We found, however, that participants took an average of 33 minutes to complete the AHAT (std.dev. 24, range 9-148). No participants commented on length. Problematically, though, we found that participants were endorsing on average 51 items (std.dev. 25, range 7-111). As healthcare providers interviewed in our
larger study and on our team repeatedly stated the most important quality of the report was brevity, this finding presented a considerable concern.

To address the "too many answers" issue in the short-term, we added text crafted by our Autistic team members. The text included an instruction telling participants to select up to three options per item and an explanation of why endorsing a small number of options was important (social accessibility). We implemented this short-term solution for the beta version of the AHAT; however, it is not an ideal solution as it is not the number of options selected under each item that increases the length of the report but the total number of options selected across all items. Additionally, nothing prevents participants from endorsing large numbers of options. Long-term solutions are discussed later.

3.4.3. Beta Toolkit and Study 4: Evaluation

3.4.3.1. Beta Toolkit

The beta AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit included the combined informational web site and AHAT report generation tool. Screen shots of the completed beta toolkit are depicted in Figures 6-9. We used this beta version in Study 4: Evaluation to assess the usability and accessibility of the full web-based toolkit.
Figure 4: Web Site Home Page
Figure 5: Web Site Patient Main Page

Figure 6: Web Site Patient Detail Page
3.4.3.2. Study 4: Evaluation Methods

We conducted an evaluation of the AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit to determine its overall feasibility and acceptability as an intervention to improve healthcare for autistic adults; the details of the larger evaluation will be described elsewhere. Here we describe the results of the subset of evaluation items related to the usability and accessibility of the informational web site and AHAT user interface.

Our sample included U.S. residents age 18 or older who also met at least one of the following criteria: 1) diagnosed with an autism spectrum disorder (autistic disorder, Asperger’s disorder, pervasive developmental disorder - not otherwise specified, autism spectrum disorder) and/or 2) providing support to an individual diagnosed with an autism spectrum disorder who would not be able to participate in the study themselves,
even with accommodations and supports. We recruited a convenience sample of participants through word of mouth and our personal networks, including community listserves, local developmental disabilities agencies, and social media. We also recruited via broader online recruitment channels including the Interactive Autism Network (www.ianproject.org) and several general online study recruitment boards.

Participants took a pre-survey which directed them to the AHAT. The last screen of the AHAT then instructed participants to use the displayed URL and login information to access the web site. One month later, we sent participants a link to a post-survey which included the evaluation questions about the toolkit as a whole. Multiple-choice questions on the post-survey asked how easy the toolkit was to use and understand, how important and useful the information was, and whether or not participants would recommend it to friends or primary care providers. Open-ended items solicited information about what the participant liked most and least about the toolkit, what they thought was most useful, and recommendations for how to improve the toolkit.

We analyzed quantitative data using STATA (StataCorp LP 2013) The primary analysis consisted of summary statistics for the combined patient and supporter populations. We conducted a secondary analysis using chi-squared tests for association between evaluation variables and the population, education level, and browser and device type used. We summarized the recommendations provided in the open-ended items.
3.4.3.3. Evaluation Results

One hundred and seventy-seven patients enrolled in the evaluation study. Demographics are summarized in Table 9. The overwhelming majority of participants found the toolkit easy to use (97% N=120 selected very easy or somewhat easy) and easy to understand (95% N=117 selected all or most of the site). The majority also felt the information was important (63% N=79 selected very important and 43% N=42 selected kind of important) and useful (53% N=63 selected very useful and 43% N=53 selected somewhat useful). Ninety-two percent (N=105) would recommend the toolkit to a friend and 95% (N=111) would recommend it to a healthcare provider. Evaluation statistics are presented in Table 10. There was no significant difference in results between autistic and supporter populations. There were no significant associations between usability or understandability and education level, having gotten help using the site, browser type, or device type.
### Study 4: Evaluation (N=177)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>avg</th>
<th>std.dev.</th>
<th>range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>18-68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td>44% (75)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>female</td>
<td>55% (91)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>2% (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;high school</td>
<td>5% (8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high school or modified diploma</td>
<td>40% (67)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undergraduate degree</td>
<td>37% (63)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graduate degree</td>
<td>18% (31)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Hispanic White</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>86% (142)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Used</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pc or laptop</td>
<td>88% (111)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tablet</td>
<td>8% (10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smart phone</td>
<td>4% (5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser Used</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>29% (38)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FireFox</td>
<td>33% (43)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE 9+</td>
<td>16% (21)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE 8-</td>
<td>3% (4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari</td>
<td>16% (21)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opera</td>
<td>1% (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2% (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Study 4: Evaluation Demographics
Table 10: Study 4 Evaluation

Participants selected, on average, half as many items on the AHAT as they had in Study 3 (M=25, SD=12, range 0-101). While there is no way to directly relate this reduction in endorsement with our short-term solution of instructing people to select up to three items and reminding them that healthcare providers respond better to shorter lists, the added verbiage may have been helpful.

Qualitative comments were minimal. As had occurred at other stages of the process, many participants expressed a need for alternative color schemes on the AHAT.

A few participants felt the AHAT user interface was too cluttered, possibly due to some items having a large number of possible options. Some participants noted the accessibility and usability as what they appreciated about the site: "the questions aren't vague and they are easy to understand," "it was easy to navigate and it was free," "very well organized and easy to use."
Future releases will add user-controlled color themes to the AHAT user interface and consider ways to minimize the clutter of pages with a large number of options. We will also implement a more effective long-term solution regarding the number of options individuals can select on the AHAT by tracking the total number selected, supplying warnings at 25 options and 35 options, and limiting the number of options appearing on the report to 35. The current, public production release of the toolkit can be found at http://autismandhealth.org.

3.5. Recommendations

3.5.1. Methods for Community-Engaged Web Development

Although it was developed as a branch of action research within the healthcare field, and most commonly used in healthcare research settings, we have found methods used in community based participatory research applicable to a web development project. Further, we found these methods to facilitate the co-creation of accessible web technology that attended to both good web design practices and to the physical, intellectual, and social needs of autistic end users. The resulting product was usable and acceptable to a broad sample of adult web users on the autism spectrum, as well as to a sample of non-autistic end users. Although the end user engagement studies were helpful in corroborating accessibility points related by our community partners, new information was minimal, meaning that having community co-developers alone may be sufficient to pick up on most accessibility issues. Community based participatory research provided us with the means to equitably engage a community which is
frequently left out of web technology conversations, even conversations about
disability-related accessibility. We offer the following recommendations for community-engaged web development to others who may be interested in co-creating accessible
web spaces with individuals with disabilities.

**Respect people with disabilities as subject matter experts on their own web accessibility needs.** CBPR is an approach to research that equally privileges the respective expertise of community members and academics (Israel, Schulz et al. 2003, Nicolaidis and Raymaker 2015). The lived experience of community members constitutes legitimate knowledge as much as the learned expertise of academics. Throughout this project, our Autistic team members were considered the subject matter experts on making web sites accessible to individuals on the autism spectrum. Accessibility requests are not edge cases; they are legitimate barriers to participation in online activities. The same dynamic between community members and academics can translate between community members and engineers or other technology professionals.

**Involve people with disabilities equitably at every stage of the web development process.** In CBPR, community partners are involved in every stage of the research process, from idea development, through implementation, and including dissemination (Israel, Schulz et al. 2003, Nicolaidis and Raymaker 2015). During our web development process, our community partners were involved in every aspect: user interface design, information architecture, topic generation, and content creation. Note,
however, that while community partners were involved in all aspects of the web development process, they were not asked to become programmers, learn W3C standards, etcetera. Equitable involvement does not mean to "do the same work as," but to contribute expertise and participate in joint decision-making with equal weight and respect.

Adjust the development process as needed to attend to power-sharing and equitable end user engagement. Community co-developers have likely experienced substantial marginalization; it may be necessary to adjust standard operating procedures to balance power. For example, meetings may need to be held in a different way, new processes for shared decision-making may need to be implemented, or development cycles may need to be modified to allow for co-developer feedback, as was the case when we needed to modify our usual processes to fit the needs of the project. It is critical to work in the way that is easiest for the community co-developers, not in the way that is easiest for the more privileged engineers. While this will manifest uniquely for each group of people, being aware of it and letting the community co-developers define what will work best for them is generalizable across settings (Nicolaidis and Raymaker 2015). Openness and mechanisms for feedback regarding the team's processes are essential for recognizing process issues and correcting them before they become barriers to authentic collaboration (Nicolaidis and Raymaker 2015).

Consider the emancipatory aims and general methodological approach of CBPR as a functional foundation for developing effective co-development methods. The nine
principles of CBPR (Table 4) were developed to facilitate the generation of methods for equitable co-creation of work between marginalized communities and academics or scientists, who typically have more social, political, and economic power. Research conducted in concord with these principles has been found to produce at least equivalent results to traditional studies in similar settings (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 2003). Further, CBPR takes a broad systems perspective that includes deep consideration of context when applying the principles, meaning they can be modified to some degree if needed for a particular instance (Israel, Schulz et al. 2003). Applying the principles of CBPR to collaborative web site development means co-creating methods that attend to power-sharing, co-learning, social and cultural context, holistic thinking, and human emancipation. Drawing this into practice means collaboratively creating a group infrastructure, means of joint decision-making, means of communicating and performing the day-to-day work of the project, and mechanism for internal reflection, feedback, and adjustment (Nicolaidis and Raymaker 2015). The extensive literature on methods in CBPR, particularly from CBPR projects involving partners with disabilities, can suggest a variety of approaches to equitable co-development (Israel, Eng et al. 2005).

**Leverage existing CBPR groups to create more accessible sites.** The efficacy of CBPR does not come without cost. Finding community partners, building trust, finding ways to work effectively together--these things and more can take a lot of time and effort. It is for this reason, among others, that one of the principles of CBPR is long-term
commitment. Although a full-blown CBPR approach may not be necessary to apply the methods described in this paper, it may make sense for web developers to approach an existing CBPR group to see if the team would be interested in working with them on making their project more accessible.

While our work has been focused on web development, it is likely that these recommendations would also apply with respect to other types of technology development.

3.5.2. Accessibility Guidelines for End Users on the Autism Spectrum

The guidelines presented below represent the full set of those we identified and implemented throughout our iterative development process with our experienced team of autistic web users and technology professionals, and the participants in our end user engagement and evaluation studies. The beta site which followed these guidelines was usable and acceptable to a sample of autistic end users. Some of the items we identified are not typically included in guidelines; for example, providing low-contrast color schemes. Others are part of existing guidelines (e.g., plain sans-serif fonts) but they may have greater relative importance to autistic end users. Regardless of whether each individual item is unique to autistic end-users, the items together as a whole are unique to autistic end users. None of these items were difficult or expensive to implement. They did not require any special expertise beyond basic web programming skills and a familiarity with W3C standards, or intermediate technical communications / information architecture skills. We recommend following the AASPIRE Web Accessibility Guideline,
in addition to the WCAG, to make web sites more accessible to end users on the autism spectrum.

Physical Accessibility

- Provide a least one low-contrast, neutral color palette to accommodate sensitive vision.
- Provide a selection of color palettes, including one with a dark background and one with a light background, again to accommodate color and contrast sensitivity.
- Provide a no-style option (i.e., no CSS) to accommodate browser customization.
- Provide simple, consistent navigation and highly consistent site behavior for increased ease of operation.
- Avoid textured backgrounds, moving images, decorative elements that do not convey information, and other visual and/or sonic "clutter;" these types of elements may make the site impossible to comprehend.
- Provide smaller font sizes in addition to larger ones; large font sizes may make the page appear cluttered and difficult to read.
- Use a plain, accessible sans-serif font for ease of readability.

Intellectual Accessibility

- Use the simplest interface possible for ease of understanding.
- Use simple, concrete icons or images to communicate similar information as text and accommodate multiple ways of understanding information.
• Clearly label site elements with their purpose everywhere on the site, even if it seems redundant, to make navigation and site functionality easier to follow.

• Provide concrete examples where applicable to accommodate difficulties understanding abstractions or generalizations.

• Minimize scrolling so the user does not need to rely on assumptions about content to guess what might be on the page.

• Show all important features and site navigation (as opposed to within drop-downs) so the user does not need to rely on assumptions to guess whether the item exists and how to access it.

• Make content as short as possible without sacrificing precision and specificity in order to reduce cognitive burden.

Social Accessibility

• Be specific and precise in language use; avoid colloquialisms, idioms, and ambiguity in order to accommodate difficulties with language pragmatics.

• Explain the reason behind any non-standard instructions or unusual information; provide additional pragmatic context to accommodate difficulties with language pragmatics.

• Provide alternatives to absolutes on surveys and forms, for example, "do not know," "do not wish to say," "not applicable" to reduce frustration over not being able to produce an exact answer.
• Use FAQ formats to organize complex information to enhance clarity as to why the information might be useful to the user and how it connects to their life.

• Define terms that might have different meanings depending on social context, or which might have specialty meanings (e.g., "drug interactions", "healthcare providers") to accommodate difficulties with language pragmatics.

3.6. Discussion

3.6.1. General Discussion

Community based participatory research has been effective in multiple research contexts with marginalized communities (Minkler and Wallerstein 2003, Israel, Eng et al. 2005), including communities of people with disabilities (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2011, Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2014). As far as we know, our project is the first to apply this approach in an engineering context, engaging members of the Autistic community as co-developers in all phases of the web development process. Our project provides an example of the ability of CBPR to effectively translate into technology development.

Our project provides both support for the already large literature on the necessity of direct end user engagement in creating accessible web sites (Mirchandani 2003, Federici, Micangeli et al. 2005, Friedman and Bryen 2007, Jaeger 2008, Adam and Kreps 2009, Kelly, Sloan et al. 2009, Brajnik, Yesilada et al. 2011, Kennedy, Evans et al. 2011), and a unique, new approach to achieving this engagement. By attending to power-sharing and co-learning, and respecting the lived experience related to web
accessibility held by people with disabilities, they can be directly involved in all stages of web development without compromising the technical integrity of the work.

Direct engagement with people with disabilities as equals in web development has multiple advantages. It assists in the identification and effective implementation of accessibility features to remove functional barriers to web-based content. It can help technology professionals who do not experience a particular disability become conscious of 1) their assumptions about accessibility, 2) areas in which accessibility needs may run counter to traditionally taught best practices, and 3) stereotypes they may hold about people with disabilities. One of our academic partners whose area of expertise is medical informatics stated that through the process of working together he "learned that many of my assumptions about users' preferences were incorrect." It also provides developers with insight into the reason for end users' accessibility recommendations; the literature and standards on accessibility often omit the reasons behind guidelines, leaving developers to potentially implement non-optimal solutions.

The ability to engage in dialogue with end users enabled us to find solutions to accessibility issues that balanced the needs of individuals on the autism spectrum with best practices for web design (e.g., our experience with underlined links). With co-developers who have the expertise of lived experience, and a willingness on the part of technology professionals to engage in equitable dialogue with them, the opportunity for a richer understanding of the creation of a more universally approachable product is present. This could, in turn, start breaking down the barriers to an accessible Internet
that contribute to broader inequities experienced by people with disabilities in technology use (Jaeger 2011).

For all its benefits, taking a CBPR approach to web development requires a lot of time and genuine commitment to the principles of CBPR to do right. It is critical that anyone wishing to use the methods described in this paper commit to a long-term process of finding authentic, representative community partners, building trust, co-creating and implementing processes that support equitability and empowerment, and adjusting engineering operating procedures to include co-creation at all stages of the development process. It may be possible to have some of the benefits of taking a CBPR approach to web development without needing to commit to as much work by partnering with existing CBPR groups. Alternately, models which include community members but don’t use the full-blown CBPR approach may be appropriate for some projects (e.g., hiring several community members as accessibility consultants).

3.6.2. Limitations

Throughout this project, the community co-PI was also the lead programmer. How much, and in what ways, her intersectional positioning as an Autistic person and engineer affected the project is not known; thus, what would have happened with an outsider in the lead development role is unknown. Ideally the CBPR approach to inquiry, with its methods for power-sharing and feedback and its commitment to equitability, is designed to enable successful work between insiders and outsiders. We did have a non-autistic assistant developer and his outsider status did not impact his ability to work
with the team or his ability to create accessible materials. It is likely that while having an Autistic lead engineer enabled us to operate more efficiently at times, we do not believe it is not a necessary criterion for a successful application of CBPR methods in web development with communities defined by disability. On the other hand, employing engineers who also experience disability could be a valuable strategy for increasing technology accessibility.

The ACASI platform on which we built the AHAT was tested prior to the start of this project by a cross-disability group, thus evaluating the accessibility of the software to people with a wide range of physical, sensory, and cognitive disabilities, and the operability of the software via assistive technology (e.g., JAWS screen reader, keyboard-only navigation, etc.), but the resource web site was not. While we adhered to W3C standards including the WCAG, and added some universal features beyond the recommendations in the WCAG, the resource web site may need further work to make it as accessible to individuals with a broad range of disabilities, or to autistic individuals with other types of disabilities. Likewise, while the ACASI platform, and thus the AHAT, provides a "read aloud" feature for individuals for whom an eighth grade reading level would be a barrier to access, the primary web site content is only available as written text. The toolkit was not tailored to any other minority, and is English language only. While the ACASI provides the ability to include American Sign Language (ASL) translations, we did not record ASL translations for the AHAT. A future version of the AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit might include bringing the main web site to the same level
of universal access as the AHAT, as well as adding ASL or other non-English translations of the AHAT and resources.

Even given our attention to power and process, there were still some items and recommendations made during team discussions with respect to the main site content that were not implemented. For some items, the reason was due to lack of time, and the team intends to implement them in a later version of the toolkit (e.g., health section on relaxation, visual versions of key materials); other items were not implemented due to difficulty figuring out how to fit them into the larger product (e.g., an autism myths section for providers); still other items were simply missed in the complexity of the development process (e.g., adding some links and resources recommended by the team). In future versions of the toolkit, we hope to address some of these items.

3.6.3. Implications

We present here the first set of systematically derived guidelines for web accessibility for end users on the autism spectrum. This list was created via AASPIRE's collective expertise and our iterative engagement with end users on the autism spectrum in the context of a larger research study. These guidelines add to the growing literature of disability-specific accessibility recommendations that go beyond what the WCAG supports, such as those for people with intellectual disability (Mirchandani 2003, Friedman and Bryen 2007, Kennedy, Evans et al. 2011). We strongly support the implementation of accessible web sites for all people; implementing our accessibility recommendations could improve access to information and technology for the 1% of
the population on the autism spectrum, as well as to others who may not be autistic but who have similar or overlapping accessibility needs. Accessibility matters and has real impact on reducing the significant inequities experienced by people with disabilities in the world today.

The AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit—a web-based information technology geared toward improving health education and patient-provider communication for individuals on the autism spectrum—illlustrates the potential for Web accessibility to improve medical care. Since communicating and managing information are fundamental to every medical specialty, facilitating these functions could help autistic patients and their providers clarify goals and engage in more effective shared decision-making, improve patients' follow-up on care, and improve patients' and providers' satisfaction with receiving and providing health care. This might, in turn, lead to improved clinical outcomes including safety, costs of care, injuries, and outcomes of common chronic diseases such as diabetes and hypertension (Greenfield, Kaplan et al. 1985, Greenfield, Kaplan et al. 1988, Kaplan, Greenfield et al. 1989, Stewart 1995, Tierney 2001, Weiner and Biondich 2006, Street, Makoul et al. 2009). Better health education can more broadly be linked to valued vocational outcomes, processes of healthcare delivery, and quality of life. Further investigation could test hypotheses about these factors.

Our work shows that people with disabilities--including those which affect communication and interaction or who have been particularly marginalized--can be key co-developers in technology creation. A community co-development approach to web
technology is not only necessary for building accessible web sites, but can be an empowering and enriching process for everyone involved, which in turn can give people with disabilities greater capacity to effect change or take action (i.e., greater power). Enhanced access to web-based technology is a key component of reducing some of the inequities experienced by people with disabilities, as it helps to break the status quo of marginalization, oppression, and disempowerment. We recommend anyone interested in improving the accessibility of their web-based technology consider co-development with people with disabilities using methods derived from community based participatory research.
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4. Article 3 - Reflections of a Community Based Participatory Researcher from the Intersection of Disability Advocacy, Engineering, and the Academy
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Abstract

This article uses an evocative autoethnographic approach (Ellis, Adams et al. 2011) to explore the experience of being an insider-researcher in a community based participatory research setting. Taking a holistic perspective and using the form of narrative story-telling, I examine the dynamics between the typically marginalizing (but sometimes empowering) experience of being an Autistic woman and the typically privileging (but sometimes oppressive) experience of being an engineering professional, during a time of career upheaval. Themes of motivations and mentors, adversity from social services and the academy, belonging, the slipperiness of intersectional positioning, feedback cycles of opportunity, dichotomies of competence and inadequacy, heightened stakes, and power and resistance are explored through the narrative. While primarily leaving the narrative to speak for itself per the qualitative approach taken, the article concludes with a discussion of how the personal experiences described relate both to the broader work of insider-researchers within disability-
related fields, and to misconceptions about self-reflection and capacity for story-telling in individuals on the autism spectrum.

4.1. Introduction

It's winter, 2015, and my dissertation manuscript is complete sans this article. I'd forgotten, until a committee member reminded me today, that I am a student. I am--of course I am--I'm working on my dissertation manuscript. But how could a thin, transient identity like "student" compete with the glaring lighthouse-glare of the rest of me? I've filled senior engineering roles for two decades, worked as an academic scientist for one, and been an Autistic woman my whole life. Plus I'm fixated right now on that very crossroads of scientist/self-advocate/engineer because it's the experience I'm exploring in this article. From that crossroads, I co-direct a community based participatory research group, the Academic Autism Spectrum Partnership in Research and Education (AASPIRE). I co-founded AASPIRE from the community side nine years ago, angry about how poorly autism and autistic people are represented in research, angry about oppression in my own life, and wanting to leverage science for social change. But my positioning is complex. With my MS in systems science, current career in academic research, and previous career in software engineering, I also exist as a part of the academy and am used to the relative respect and privilege afforded senior technology professionals--even if they happen to be female and disabled. As I work deeper into my
doctorate and deeper into the academy, these intersections of marginalization and
privilege shift, dance, and, at times, assault each other.

My dissertation topic is on building an interactive web site with the Autistic
community using a hybrid critical systems thinking (Flood and Jackson 1991) and
community based participatory research (Israel, Schulz et al. 2003) approach. Both of
these approaches to inquiry draw heavily on critical theory and are philosophically and
pragmatically rooted in concerns of power, resistance, and emancipation (Flood and
Jackson 1991, Minkler and Wallerstein 2003). Therefore engaging in critical self-
reflection, exploring non-reductive / holistic methods of analysis, and challenging
dominant discourse are key components of my work. Of holism from within the context
of critical systems thinking, Jackson writes, "Holism puts the study of wholes before that
of the parts. It does not, therefore, try to break organizations, or other entities, down
into parts in order to understand them.... (Jackson 2006)" On intersectionality, Hulko
writes,

"Researching and writing about intersectionality and interlocking oppressions
often require a blurring of any remaining lines of distinction between the
personal and the professional because identity, oppression, and privilege are not
solely abstract concepts; they have real, complex, and often-disputed meanings
in our daily lives. Moreover, it can be difficult to comprehend what these
meanings may be and the dialectical relationship between the personal and the
political from a purely structural level analysis. Consequently, feminist, antiracist,
and disabilities scholars have urged researchers and practitioners to engage in explorations of the subjective realm of oppression to gain a better understanding of the personal impact of structural relations of domination (Hulko 2009)."

Regarding autoethnography (Ellis, Adams et al. 2011), the method of holistic inquiry with which I have chosen to explore my intersectionality, Ellis writes in a dialogue with a friend, "Autoethnography shows struggle, passion, embodied life, and the collaborative creation of sensemaking in situations in which people have to cope with dire circumstances and loss of meaning. Autoethnography wants the reader to care, to feel, to empathize, and to do something, to act...." and "Instead of being obsessively focused on questions of how we know, which inevitably leads to a preference for analysis and generalization, autoethnography centers attention on how we should live and brings us into lived experiences in a feeling and embodied way....We take people into these ethical domains through story, characters, emotion, and dramatic and narrative plot (Ellis and Bochner 2006)."

4.2. Motivations and Mentors

Winter, 1986. It's Maine, so it's cold. The ground is so frozen they have to stash the dead in crypts until the spring thaw, and that won't come till April. I'm on the floor again, knees tucked under me as a stack of books slough over. Index cards scatter, unnoticed, my disorderly attempt to conform to the teacher's instructions long-
abandoned; keeping track of a chaos of index cards is more work than an entire research paper four times over. Do the real work first, then make it look like I did what the teacher wanted after the paper is written. Hide the evidence that I just can't do anything the normal way.

The Underground Railroad. Civil Rights in America. Segregation in the 60's. I thread through the story of oppression and resistance as though it were my own. Which is ridiculous, I'm a white, Italian-American from a recently-immigrated family; there's no reason for it to resonate. Yet in my bedroom a half-assembled robot and a Commodore 64 co-exist with the Civil Rights Movement. Cool mathematics and flaming social justice. Private rebellions and mental malfunctions. "Am I strong to live with these difficulties I have, or am I weak to have them at all?" I trace the question with obsessive precision in my journals beside suicide dreams and blueprints for systems change.

Passion keeps me going most days, but when it's not enough I continue on because of Mrs. G, the English teacher who taught me how to write, and Miss. H the history teacher who yells, "IT ALL INTERRELATES," isn't allowed in Congress because of past civil disobedience, and slips me Anatomy of a Revolution (Brinton 1965) on the side. Mrs. G and Miss. H don't care if I use index cards when I write my research papers. They care that I learn something. Their caring makes me cry. I do not want to let them down.

Some days mentors aren't enough either. Glass breaks, the world fragments, the shrapnel of peer-abuse and functional impairment piles into a rage of self-hate, and
nothing makes sense. There are no anchors here. Always too loud, too bright, eyes and mouths I don't recognize, and no matter what I do it's never the right thing--and I never know why. Senses scrambled. Word salad. Communication disconnect, static on the radio. Some days I can keep organized within the mess; other days I can't. I'm labeled "disturbed," but no one knows why.

Winter, 2014. It's Oregon, so it's raining. The ground is so wet it can steal your boot. I'm on the floor again, knees tucked under me as I try to extract the book I want without toppling the stack. Power/Knowledge (Foucault 1980). Disability and the Internet (Jaeger 2011). Critical Systems Thinking (Flood and Jackson 1991). Social justice stacked beside books on programming languages, dynamical systems, and fuzzy logic--plus a healthy collection of robot parts. My passion for narratives of oppression and resistance makes sense to me now; doesn't matter how white or educated I am, I don't pass for non-disabled any more than I pass for a man. Being different makes me marginalized, especially in male-dominated engineering fields. Being marginalized makes me angry. Anger I can channel into social justice.

Or self-destruction.

I am savvy about self-destruction too these days. When hope isn't enough hate will have to do. They both get the job of systems change done. For the past three years I've combined my dual passion for engineering and social justice into building an interactive online healthcare tool kit for autistic adults, supporters, and healthcare
providers (AASPIRE 2014). There are still no anchors in my sense-scrambled world, but at least now I have a diagnostic term--autism--for why I fail at basic things.

Other days neither hope nor hate is enough, so I continue on because of CN, KM, and LP. They are my friends, peers, mentors, challengers, and champions. They have given me opportunities I must honor. I would not be on the floor working on my dissertation without them, nor would I have written in my reflexive journal the previous autumn, "Midgely's sacred and profane systems boundaries (Midgley 1992) is really interesting for this paper too, since my intersectionality places me in both the sacred and profane categories simultaneously. What comes of the margins when one occupies space in the entire system?"

4.3. Adversity from Social Services and the Academy

Winter, 2008. I am desperate for work. I'd let myself be lulled into a false sense of privilege. I thought I could have a house and a future and a modicum of respect; the delusion came easily during my decade as a senior engineer. I was in charge of a department, responsible for the company's internal information systems, respected, gifted with a beefy paycheck. Of course the fantasy fell apart when my office moved five miles south because difficulty coping with change one of the criteria that can define autism (American Psychiatric Association 2013). Now the loss of my daily routine has taken with it most of my functional speech and I can't find all the rooms in my house,
but I've been denied disability benefits because I can bend and lift and have a work history. Naturally I can clean toilets along with the rest of my kind.

Except I can't. Cleaning toilets, like most "simple" things, is something I've never been able to manage.

So what can I manage? I can program computers. I can write well. I can learn almost anything that doesn't involve navigating the sensory world. I'm clever with science, particularly in nonlinear or "wicked problem" (Churchman 1967) areas that don't yield well to traditional analytical methods, such as human-computer interaction, process analysis, and communications. I need a career that builds on my engineering skills, gives me control over my schedule and environment, and is willing to ignore the double-whammy of sex and disability (in 2010 and 2011 white women comprised only 18% of scientists and engineers, women more generally only 15% of engineers and 23% of computer scientists, and, in addition to experiencing higher rates of unemployment, only 65% of scientists and engineers with a disability were employed compared with 83% of non-disabled peers (National Science Foundation 2013)). Perhaps I could do something in academic research?

I think my posse of social workers would be happier with the toilet-cleaning plan.

I sit with my mouth shut, eyes on the spaces between the tiles, as they tell me I am expensive and difficult, and roll their eyes in joint sympathy over having to endure me. But my Individual Employment Plan includes a master's degree in Systems Science with a focus in computational intelligence and modeling, which I've nearly completed.
It's clear they are not going to help me find a job. Anything I can do is so outside of what they understand that they don't even know how to start. My past professional privilege bites me on the throat again.

I find a researcher working with assistive devices for autistic people.

"Why would I want to talk to people with autism about my work?"

"Well, first because it's important to involve end-users in technology development," (Mirchandani 2003, Federici, Micangeli et al. 2005, Friedman and Bryen 2007, Jaeger 2008, Adam and Kreps 2009, Kelly, Sloan et al. 2009, Brajnik, Yesilada et al. 2011, Kennedy, Evans et al. 2011) I say, "but second, I'm not coming to you as a 'person with autism' but as an engineer with relevant expertise looking for a research internship. My lived experience is simply added value."

A long, uncomprehending stare.

I find another researcher, and this one wants me! She wants me to apply cutting-edge technology to problems of accessibility. Yes!

A month idles by. I remind, "You're paying me. I have a wide range of skills, programming, databases, user interface design, technical communications---"

"Check this research assistant's paperwork for mistakes."

I'm disappointed there's no technology component, but at least it's something to do. I finish fast, it's a trivial task.

"Actually, I don't need you right now," the researcher confesses. "Perhaps you can help my colleague make her web site more accessible."
"Sure, that's one of my specialties." A week later, I present my assessment. "To meet accessibility standards, we need to make these interface changes, plus add lay-language summaries for the legal information. Here are some options..."

"No."

"No?"

"The navigation and layout stuff is great, but leave the text alone."

"I'm not suggesting we modify the legal documents. Just supplement them."

"No."

"But the purpose of the site is to help people obtain assistive devices. They can't do that when the information is at a post-graduate reading level and the concepts completely abstract. You're shutting out the very people you're trying to benefit!"

"Good bye."

Maybe I am setting my sights too high. Maybe I am letting the privilege I once enjoyed get in the way of whatever dues I need to pay to the academy before it will have me. "I will do this work you need without pay," I offer to another researcher.

He accepts, and is thrilled with my product.

"Maybe you could pay me for future projects?" I whisper.

He coughs around the offense I have just given. "You're an autistic self-advocate, not a member of my research team. Paying you would be unethical."

"But," he adds, "feel free to continue to volunteer."
I stare down the barrel of a group home. No money for the mortgage. Freedom lost.

**4.4. Belonging**

Fall, 2009.

"We got the OCTRI grant!"

I co-founded AASPIRE in 2006 because of social justice, writ large. Not everything about the crisis that cost me my engineering job was bad; it encouraged me to connect with the large, international community of Autistic people. For the first time, I met others who knew the dissonance of feeling stupid and smart at the same time. Who knew what it was like to experience the world through a whirl of sensory chaos, to be pushed to the margins by ableist oppression--and to delight in and leverage a unique cognitive-sensory experience too. As social workers and academics destroyed my self-confidence, my peers taught me to take back my power. It was through engagement with the Autistic community, too, that I met CN. We met to discuss autism research, segued swiftly into how science contributes to oppression, and ended up discussing ways community based participatory research (CBPR) can address these issues. A form of action research developed within public health, CBPR seeks to create equitable partnerships between marginalized communities and academic institutions to conduct research desired by the community (Israel, Schulz et al. 2003, Minkler and Wallerstein 2003, Nicolaidis and Raymaker 2015). We--CN, myself, and founding members from the
Autistic community—formulated AASPIRE’s mission as science for social justice with the Autistic community (Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2011, Raymaker 2013).

But the universal social justice issues experienced by the Autistic community are also the personal social justice issues of my daily life. As Hulko pointed out in her earlier quote, the dynamic between identity, oppression, and privilege plays out as messily as anything in the real world (Hulko 2009). There is no easy delimiter between the personal and the universal, between the political and the scientific.

AASPIRE was a love-labor, a gamble. It was the safe space I had carved with mentors and peers I trusted where I could belong. It was the one thing I cared about enough to do for free—although it was also my last hope for employment before I passed into the murk of no return.

"We got the OCTRI grant!" CN and I jump and clap, giddy and grinning.

We got funding to collect preliminary data for our healthcare intervention plan. And I got a pay check and an opening into academia as the community Principal Investigator (PI).

4.5. Slipperiness of Intersectional Positioning

Fall, 2011.

"We got the healthcare toolkit grant!" Another cause for jumping and grinning, this time higher and broader. AASPIRE got its intervention funding; we are going to create an interactive, online toolkit of healthcare resources for adults on the autism
spectrum and I am going to be community PI, project director, and lead web developer.

Occupying intersectional space makes me economical—I am self-advocate, scientist, and engineer all-in-one. Academics like working with me as a community voice because I am easy and save time. (Although KMD remarks, "I think 'we' like working with you because you are also smart, and willing to collaborate (McDonald 2015);" like any model, story-telling necessarily oversimplifies.)

On the other hand, I am not representative. Sure, I know the sick lurch-and-grind as the social worker blackmails me by withholding my bus pass and I am forced to hand her all my power. But I also know the satisfaction of walking into a room of high-powered professionals and having them listen to, and act upon, my recommendations. I do not know the oppression without the privilege. Which is why AASPIRE includes a whole team of autistic people with different experiences from mine.

As the project opens, those collaborators push back. Who is doing the work? Who made these decisions? Where is the transparency? Why did I not get a say in X?

Comfortable in my Autistic identity, my foot in the community, I forget that I am made suspect by my intersection with the professional and scientific. This hurts; I withdraw, unsafe in my own community space.

But really, do I not have the same reaction to people in authority? They have blackmailed me with bus passes, denied me needed services, pushed me into poverty, and dismissed the idea that an autistic person could have anything of value to contribute to a research project.
I unbristle, swallow, and acknowledge I need to re-earn trust in this new context. I reveal: this is the work I do, here is a FAQ, these are the important decisions we make together and these are the boring, busy, techy decisions that are a waste of your time. I do my job of implementing the team's decisions and recommendations, and take deep breaths into the passage of time where actions can prove the sincerity of words. In a confidential check-in conducted by KMD in spring, 2012, team members overall say they trust the process of working together, enjoy the project, and feel they are contributing at a desired level (McDonald 2012).

4.6. Opportunity Begets Opportunity (or Privilege Begets Privilege?)

Summer, 2012, I travel to Autreat, one of the Autistic community's oldest and biggest cultural events. I've always wanted to go and this project is what gives me the resources to get there. Friends online become friends at the lunch table; we blow bubbles and I spin and trill in their iridescent fairy-shine. I present on AASPIRE's work and get important feedback about the web site's accessibility. Most importantly, for three days, I am somewhere I belong.

I return and get back to work. I program the web application, work with the AASPIRE team on content and design, and work through the end-user engagement studies to test the intervention's usability and acceptability (Raymaker, Nicolaidis et al. in review). I write oceans about health and healthcare (AASPIRE 2014). CN encourages me to go for my doctorate. The project has given me enough financial stability, and
enough of a meaty study with aspects under my direction, to make that possible. I feel
the feedback between my community status, my professional background, and these
academic opportunities like an unstoppable machine. If I hadn't had professional skills, I
wouldn't have been trusted with these project roles; if I hadn't been an Autistic person, I
wouldn't have been privileged as a co-PI with only a master's degree; if I hadn't been
given that first co-PI opportunity, I wouldn't have this project to carve out a section for
my dissertation work. One of the basic systems archetypes--a generalized model of
nonlinear feedback in a particular class of situations--is "success to the successful"
(Senge 1990). I think uncomfortably about my friends who were never given an
opportunity for that initial success.

I pass my comprehensive exams in spring, 2013. My dissertation will consist of
three papers on intersections of CBPR, critical systems thinking, and the techier aspects
of the toolkit web site development. In order to meet the requirement of at least one
sole-authored paper (AASPIRE's CBPR process requires an offer of co-authorship to all
partners), I plan to conduct an autoethnography of my experience as an intersectional
researcher working on the project. I begin a reflexive journal.

4.7. Dichotomies of Competency and Inadequacy

In spring, 2014, my mentors nominate me for the student award from the
American Association of Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, and I receive it. In
my reflexive journal I write, "Intersectionally, I co-exist as all of these identities, as a
whole person with overlapping facets. But sometimes the overlays separate and...none of the pieces fit. I've won an award for my research but am incapable of executing any of the steps to attend the ceremony to accept it [because of my disabilities]. I'm doing work that should see me involved in a professional organization, but...being totally unable to execute any steps to make use of a membership or attend any of the conferences [because of my disabilities], there's little point....I haven't been paid since December because my necessarily job-carved world doesn't fit with what the academic administration can cope with....My ability to do anything besides the core of the research work is dependent utterly on colleagues [due to my social and communication limitations]. On tagging along with them to a conference, on them introducing me to others and facilitating the conversation, on their kindness in hiring me even though I have no real position, no legitimate claim to the work I do....I can manage to succeed at the science, but I can't manage anything that being successful brings with it."

A week later, I add, "But realistically, there's a ton of ways in which my intersectionality makes things hella [lot] easier and stronger than they would have been otherwise. I don't have to go to consultants to check something about the community or about what having an autistic perspective is like. I don't run as much of a risk of making faulty assumptions and erroneous conclusions. In many ways being a member of the community/population of interest removes a degree of bias because I'm not having to work with a mental model of an alien culture/experience. Insider status might introduce some biases like knee-jerk responses about power, but it also relieves other biases like
around what the community/population 'should' be like or do. It also helps me to properly contextualize the community/population without having to do a ton of anthropological study. There are tons of benefits."

Someday, maybe, I will have an office in which to hang that award. (At which point, reading an early draft, KM reminds me I'm a student and students do not get offices (McDonald 2015). Which leads me to acknowledge the entitlement I feel because my first career privileged me with offices, so less is a step back--unlike traditional students who have yet to begin.)

4.8. Heightened Stakes of Success or Failure

Winter, 2014. My dataset stares icily. I wish it would give me a hint as to what it contains, some means to brace myself against failure. Back in December, someone in the community called the project "silly," amongst other hurtful things. In my journal, I wrote, "If people don't like something, I listen carefully, ask questions, and then make determinations about whether or not I feel the comment requires action...where that breaks down--but for a different reason [than ego]--is when people within the community reject...the work that...me and my team actively tried really, really hard to account for. That type of thing hits me hard...because I care so much about 1) helping my community and 2) my peers in my research team. It's not just my hard work that's getting thrashed, it's THEIR hard work too. The community side of my work has an entirely different investment in it than the academic/professional sides, and I really
struggle there." Later I wrote, "I sometimes feel like I hide in my academics because I can't cope with what I really care about on the community level." Research results have loaded meanings when acceptance and rejection by one's own community hinges on them. Botching this project could mean loss of social support, friendship, access to the comfort of shared culture and belonging; I've an ethical obligation to report the truth. When I look at the results of the toolkit web site evaluation, will I find vitriol?

Not to mention I've few sustainable options for a fall-back career. Where else would I go, what else would I do? Back to begging at the feet of academics who see little point in working with someone like me? Back to a corporate office where any change could send me into catatonia again, like when I lost my engineering job because of a minor office move (assuming a corporation would have me)? I can't let down the people who believed in me either, who gave me this opportunity--what if I find I acted irresponsibly with their trust in my skills when no one else would touch me? This data represents the edge between maintaining professional privilege and being pushed further into the margin.

My palms prickle. I run the statistics first. Good, old, friendly quantitative numbers; perhaps my data can give me a hint as to what it contains after all.

Easy to use: 97%. Easy to understand: 95%. Useful: 96%. Would recommend to a friend: 92%. Would recommend to a healthcare provider 95% (Raymaker, Nicolaidis et al. in review). Deep breath. It's safe to dig deeper.
The qualitative data is spare but encouraging. There is no hate. The suggestions for improvement make sense. People really liked the online toolkit. I am going to be OK.

4.9. Power and Resistance

Late spring, 2014, I write,

"Engaging in the academic system as a peer makes me feel powerful in a way that's never been open to me as an advocate. I can rant all I want about stigmatizing research, about lack of focus on whatever area I care about, etc. And on a policy-level sometimes it does get through a bit, shifting focus here, encouraging someone to include the community in their work there. But that is not the same type of power at all as when I review a paper or a grant proposal, or publish a paper that gets cited and used in classrooms, or discuss something with a student, and know that what I have done has shifted whether something gets published, funded, or considered by others when s/he goes back out into the world or develops his/her career. It's a top-down vs. bottom-up impact/influence on science. Am I the outsider urging people to change the structure of their system to produce different behavior? Or am I the insider restructuring the system with my own hands...?... As an advocate I often leave situations frustrated even if they have been successful, having banged up against the enormity of something that may or may not implement [systems change] in a way that makes a difference. As a scientist I leave the situations satisfied; even
if my recommendations are not taken I was a part of a larger process that, for all its flaws, was set up exactly to allow for new voices, new discoveries, and change in the landscape of knowledge. As a systems person, I’ve always felt more comfortable finding and fingering the leverage points myself than asking someone else to influence them for me."

In retrospect, I recognize that it's easier to get things done from the privileged position of a scientist than the marginalized position of a self-advocate.

10 December, 2013, two days before my dissertation proposal defense, I write:

"The very act of you doing this research is an act of resistance vs. Foucault's normalizing power (Foucault 1980). It is a small subversion from within."

10 December, 2014, as I prepare my final manuscript I find that quote next to a photograph of a page from a CBPR textbook: "'Doing research' is not, in itself, a goal. Research is only a method to achieve these broader goals [of systems change]." (Minkler and Wallerstein 2003)

I will be ashamed of neither my marginalization nor my privilege.

May they make the way easier for researchers with disabilities to come.

4.10. Loose Ends and Broader Implications

Before starting this manuscript, I re-read my PhD research log, which spanned January 2012 through January 2015. Copying the reflexive passages into a separate document, I rearranged them under themes. I thought about the events of my
dissertation work, and about the events that got me to those events. I paired the
themes from my reflections with the events of my life and began writing this narrative,
modifying identifying details to protect confidentiality where needed. Although
presented somewhat linearly through time and organized under themes, the lived
experience itself can only be understood non-reductively, as a whole. Themes
simultaneously influence each other much as the personal and the universal, the
political and the scientific, and the intersection of privilege and marginalization; the
whole is a restless dynamic.

I shared my findings with the AASPIRE research team and with four similarly
intersectional researchers for member checking and verification (Rossman and Marshall
2010). Not only did they triangulate my experiences, they brought up other ways in
which intersectionality has played a similar role in their lives along lines of ethnicity,
sexuality, and belonging to a religious minority. While my experiences are uniquely
mine, the broader themes and narratives may have transferability to other settings.

I have avoided presenting too much explicit analysis of my experience in an
effort to both avoid reductionism and to stay true to Ellis' approach to autoethnography
as a means to "open up conversations about how people live, rather than close them
down with a definitive description and analytical statements about the world as it 'truly'
exists (Ellis and Bochner 2006)," and story-telling as "an 'activity which reveals meaning
without committing the error of defining it' (Arendt 1973)" (Ellis and Bochner 2006).
However, there are two broader implications I wish to make explicit. First, this article
has connections to the larger body of work examining the experiences of researchers with disabilities in academia. Lack of inclusion of insider perspectives in scientific inquiry has been criticized as presenting significant ethical problems, a situation CBPR aims to address (Oliver 1992, Israel, Schulz et al. 2001, Minkler and Wallerstein 2003, Israel, Eng et al. 2005, Raymaker 2013, Raymaker and McDonald 2013). Disability studies also calls for individuals with disabilities to work within the field (Oliver 1992, Linton 1998, Raymaker and McDonald 2013). However, the topic of insider-researchers is not without dilemmas, such as potential for harm via the research process itself or by rejection from the larger academy (Vernon, Mogendorff 2013, O'toole 2013, Rinaldi 2013), or via rejection by one's own disability or advocacy communities. The decision to "out" oneself as a disabled disability researcher (in so much that remaining hidden is avoidable to those of us who do not "pass" or who have established political identities) is a political act in itself which may ultimately shift ableism within the academy (O'toole 2013). On the other side, being an "out" researcher within a community which is suspicious of researchers may help to build trust toward scientists. I hope that my experience, as well as AASPIRE's longevity and success, reinforces the value of insider-researchers within disability-related fields, contributes to the growing body of work about our experiences, and that the risks I take, along with those taken by others of my generation, push that political shift forward.

The second implication is with respect to the characterization of autism as involving impaired capacity for story-telling and self-reflection (e.g., Goldman, 2008;
One of AASPIRE's early attempts to fund the toolkit received the following comment from a reviewer with respect to including autistic people as co-researchers and study participants: "It is assumed that high-functioning individuals on the spectrum have the ability to reflect on their own experience and that they can give a valid assessment of what they need. Yet there are studies which indicate that lack of self-reflection is one of the limitations of those individuals. In short, there is not adequate evidence that the self-reports of individuals on the autism spectrum are valid or reliable. (anonymous 2010)." This notion likely comes from a large body of work led by autism researcher Firth and her students, which postulates that lack of "theory of mind" is at the core of autistic behavior (Firth 1993), and has permeated the broader social consciousness; for example, one BBC news article titled "People with autism have 'problem with self-awareness'" states "Sophisticated scans showed the brains of people with autism are less active when engaged in self-reflective thought" and "research has shown the problem is people with the condition have trouble thinking about, and making sense of, themselves." (BBC News 2009)

Autistic individuals, however, frequently tell a different story. Sinclair writes, "I have an interface problem, not a core processing problem. I can't always keep track of what's happening outside myself, but I'm never out of touch with my core. Even at worst, when I can't focus and I can't find my body and I can't connect to space or time, I still have my own self. That's how I survive and how I keep growing..." (Sinclair 1993) This is echoed in the documented lived experience of many of us, and has led to a strong
critique of the prevalent literature (Lindsay 2012). Conceptualizing people on the autism spectrum as incapable of self-reflection is of great concern within the Autistic community, because it risks dehumanization or dismissal of our thoughts and opinions. If nothing else, let the fact that my reflexive writing exists at all play some small role in changing that dangerous discourse.
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5. Synthesis

5.1. Evaluation Question

I now focus on the synthetic question the theoretical, practical, and self-reflective articles have probed in depth. How, if at all, did taking a hybrid CST/CBPR approach to developing information technology impact the quality of the project as evidenced by

1. the ability of our team to operate equitably as a learning organization and
2. the perceived quality of the web site product to autistic people?

5.2. Logic and Change Models

In order to answer the synthetic evaluation question, it is first necessary to ask 1) How did I select the indicators (operation as an emancipatory learning organization, perceived quality of the web site to its intended audiences), and 2) Why did I hypothesize that a combined CBPR/CST approach might positively influence them? Also, why did I choose the data sources I have selected, particularly with respect to the institutional ethnography? This section describes the logic and change models for the web site development.
Figure 8: Logic Model for AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit Web Site Development

In the logic model (Figure 8), inputs are stakeholder expertise. Activities involve the work of developing the web site, including internal feedback processes. The outputs are the project artifacts including both process and product artifacts. These three aspects of the logic model feed into the team-level analysis of the synthesis, providing the artifacts for the institutional and auto-ethnographies. The outcomes are the final web site product and the web site evaluation data, which comprise the artifacts for the web site analysis. Also in the outcomes on a team level is equitable and effective collaboration. The impact of the project, explicit in the quality or success indicators in the synthesis research question, is an accessible, usable, acceptable web site and the
operation of AASPIRE as an emancipatory learning organization (see background on learning organizations). Note that these impacts are the indicator outcomes of the synthetic evaluation question.

Figure 9: Action and Change Models for AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit Web Site Build

The action and change models (Chen 2004, Kellogg Foundation 2004) for the project are shown in Figure 9. The action model (upper part of the diagram) shows the broader context for the project: AASPIRE's team of community, academic, and other stakeholder partners, our academic and community connections, and the broader project for improving healthcare access and quality of which the web site development
was a part. The model also shows the specific intervention that this dissertation is addressing: the use of a CBPR and CST approach to develop a web site for autistic adults, their healthcare providers, and their supporters.

The change model (lower part of the diagram) shows my hypothesis for why a combined CBPR/CST approach may be an effective way to generate the desired outcomes of an emancipatory learning organization and an accessible, usable, and acceptable web site (i.e., the impacts in the logic model, which are the indicator outcomes). In particular, the determinants activated by CBPR/CST in the change model are those explicitly shared by both CBPR and CST approaches:

1. Attendance to, and balance of, power (via the explicit emancipatory commitments of both approaches (Jackson 1990, Minkler and Wallerstein 2003))

2. Encouragement of thinking holistically (via systems thinking in CST (Jackson 1990) and ecological perspectives in CBPR (Israel, Eng et al. 2005))

3. Facilitation of co-learning (explicitly in the CBPR principle of co-learning (Israel, Eng et al. 2005) and implicitly in CST's criticism of learning in traditional systems thinking (Cavaleri 2005, Caldwell 2012)).

5.3. Methods

5.3.1. Data Sources

The data used in this synthesis is the same data used for the theory, practice, and reflection articles. See Figure 2 for a map of how the data from each article's
analyses informs the synthesis. In particular, the data sources for each evaluation question are:

**Did the team operate *equitably as a learning organization***? The data came from the institutional ethnography used in the theory and practice papers (articles 1 and 2) and my personal observations from the autoethnography in the reflexive paper (article 3), as well as from the findings in all three papers.

**Were we able to create a web site that is perceived as high-quality to autistic people***? This is the data from the AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit evaluation described in detail in the practice paper, article 2.

5.3.2. **Reinterpretation of Analysis**

As described in the Methods Summary regarding the AASPIRE institutional documents, I reviewed a number of artifacts related to AASPIRE’s organizational practices in general and AASPIRE’s work on the AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit web site in particular during the course of developing the three levels of inquiry. In article 1 (theory), I focused my analysis on exemplars of our conjoined CBPR/CST approach with particular attention to exemplars of the five disciplines (shared vision, team learning, mental models, personal mastery, systems thinking). In article 2 (practice), I focused my analysis on data describing the processes we used for web site development, as well as the recommendations made by the team with respect to web site usability. I reviewed my research log for article 3 (critical self-reflection) and described additional events,
both personal and with respect to AASPIRE's operations during the healthcare toolkit project.

For this evaluation analysis in the synthesis, I reinterpreted the findings from those three analyses with respect to the learning organization evaluation question (Q1) as a whole, and included the seven barriers to learning in my frame. The learning organization concept does not imply that these seven identified barriers to implementing a learning organization cease to exist when one has successfully operationalized the five disciplines; instead it sees a successful operationalization of the five disciplines as enabling an organization to dynamically manage the barriers to learning in day-to-day practice; the disciplines are, Senge says, "an antidote" (Senge 1990) for the barriers to learning. So the question became, how did we experience these barriers to learning--or avoid them--and how did we respond to them if they occurred? If they occurred, do they persist?

To assess the idea of an "emancipatory learning organization," I also looked for where power (operationalized and defined as control over decision-making and actions) was centered throughout the web development project. In other words, were decisions and actions directed by the project leaders or privileged members of the group (e.g., healthcare providers, non-autistic academics), or by the Autistic community partners and people in non-leadership roles? Which types of decisions were made by whom?

I pulled the findings from each article and organized them in a matrix indicating the perspective of each article and, as a-priori categories, the discipline and the barrier
to learning. I further coded items based on locus of power with respect to stakeholder
group (autistic, scientist, clinician, supporter). While there is not always a perfect match
and many items overlap, I have chosen categories into which there is a most illustrative
fit (e.g., there are elements of seeing one's self in isolation present in the story of how I
believed my community identity would engender trust without acknowledging my
connection to a leadership role on the project; however, it fit better as part of a larger
story about correcting the damaging reactionary response I had to people's pushback).
The matrix is shown in Table 11. I also pulled some additional examples and points not
present in the articles into the discussion, particularly in seeking instances of the
barriers to learning which did not come up in the article narratives.

**Table 11: Synthesis Results Matrix**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>barrier to learning</th>
<th>power</th>
<th>theory</th>
<th>practice</th>
<th>critical self-reflection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>systems thinking</td>
<td>1. isolation</td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>joint decision-making processes</td>
<td>description of joint decision-making processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>systems thinking</td>
<td>1. isolation</td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>intersectionality of leadership</td>
<td>blurring of boundaries and roles, perspective spans autistic, scientist, engineer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>team learning</td>
<td>1. isolation</td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>joint operating processes</td>
<td>involvement of all stakeholders in all stages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>systems thinking</td>
<td>1. isolation</td>
<td>Aut</td>
<td>political aims of CBPR / CST</td>
<td>policy implications: recommendations for co-development and accessibility guideline</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mental models</td>
<td>2. blaming externalities</td>
<td>Aut</td>
<td>awareness of political landscape</td>
<td>inclusion of stakeholders outside our value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>use of insider mental models helps to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shared vision</td>
<td>3. reactive</td>
<td>Aut</td>
<td>mission statement with emancipatory aims</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>long game, whole system approach to systems change is proactive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AASPIRE was founded to turn a reaction into a &quot;proaction&quot; with respect to autism research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>team learning</td>
<td>3. reactive</td>
<td>Aut</td>
<td>implementing community decisions (building trust)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>description of implementing community decisions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>description of listening to people and implementing their decisions over time to build trust</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mental models</td>
<td>4. isolated events</td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>compromising but not caving to dominant views - e.g., use of person first vs. identity first vs. politics-neutral language</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>compromising but not caving to dominant views - e.g., finding a way to underline hyperlinks without introducing accessibility issues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>personal mastery</td>
<td>6. nonlinear</td>
<td>Aut</td>
<td>stories of capacitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>details of how capacitation played out during the toolkit development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>my story, as a whole, is one of capacitation; also, the theme of success to the successful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>systems thinking</td>
<td>6. nonlinear</td>
<td>Aut</td>
<td>playing the long game vs. stigma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>makes headway into the long game - community has most to gain from recommendations &amp; guidelines; strong case for inclusion of all stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>theme of subversion and resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>team learning</td>
<td>7. ignorant leadership</td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>co-creating organizational materials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>description of co-created materials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>team learning</td>
<td>7. ignorant leadership</td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>knowledge translation and sharing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>description of knowledge translation &amp; sharing, process of co-learning between engineers, scientists, autistics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>me doing the knowledge translation &amp; sharing, awareness I am not immune to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results from web site evaluation study, used in this synthesis with respect to the product evaluation question (Q2), are reinterpreted without further analysis from that already described in article 2.

5.4. Results

5.4.1. Q1: Did the team operate equitably as a learning organization?

5.4.1.1. The Barriers to Learning and the Five Disciplines

Seeing one's position in isolation from the big picture - This issue occurs when individuals fail to see how their positions connect to other positions and the larger organization, project, or world. With the exception of the need for more transparency to
enable everyone in the group to understand each other’s roles and to avoid this issue (discussed under reactivity), I could think of no clearly identifiable instances of seeing one’s position in isolation in internal operations during the course of the web development project. This may be because we have multiple components in place to avoid compartmentalization. These include our joint decision-making and development processes (articles 1 and 2), processes designed to include all team members in every stage of the research process (article 2), intersectionality of many of our team members in addition to of our co-PIs (articles 2 and 3), and comfort with the way CBPR and CST intrinsically blur the lines between the scientific and the political, the margin and the center (all articles).

**Blaming individuals or externalities for systems problems** - Described by Senge as "the enemy is out there," (Senge 1990) this issue happens when individuals or external contexts are blamed for problems that are in reality generated by the larger system in which they have occurred. As a team of individuals who have a perhaps atypically systems-focused world-view, on a day-to-day basis I could only think of instances in which leadership (myself included) spent too long looking for, and trying to correct, systemic causes for problems which ended up resting in individuals. Perhaps this is a cautionary lesson that systems thinking can be as hurtful as reductionism if applied unconsidered. Sometimes the enemy really is "out there."

Broadening the view, in a political sense it can be easy to blame external enemies (family members, professionals, bullies, employers, politicians, autism
researchers, charity leaders, etc.) for stigma against people on the autism spectrum. While some of these externalities may be responsible for the continuation of the institutionalized oppression we experience, AASPIRE has taken a more systems thinking approach to the problem. The co-learning that occurs between community partners and team members from dominant groups both recognizes the systemic roots of oppression and offers a means to gradually change that system from within (e.g., a clinician team member with the courage to make mistakes in terms of community culture has made changes based on--sometimes strongly worded--community feedback; quoted in article 2). Because of our broad stakeholder inclusion, we are able to make use of insiders' perspectives to better understand mental models within the larger political landscape in which we operate. This is useful in identifying points of leverage.

**Mistaking reactivity for proactivity** - This issue occurs when a "proactive" correction is really a reactive response to an issue, unconsidered and disconnected from the generative or systemic source of the problem. This was exemplified when I assumed I would be awarded a level of trust at the start of the project that I had not yet earned (article 3). When the community pushed back, I reacted by over-compensating, scrabbling to place a different person in the facilitator role of our team meetings, and purposefully giving up my own power--including necessary leadership structure that no one had wanted me to abdicate. This caused equally reactionary responses in others, and an event that might have been a small learning experience turned into a painful start to the project for me. This issue was fixed by rethinking what happened, providing
greater transparency around my role, and allowing the natural effect of actions over
time to build a more stable foundation of trust. Key actions over time were listening to
feedback from team members, respecting and implementing their ideas and
recommendations, and doing my best to not be reactionary again, even when my knee
jerked.

On a more global level, AASPIRE began when CN and I moved past our
reactionary response to stigmatizing autism research and decided to take a proactive
approach of modeling the type of research we felt should be happening, using an
approach (CBPR) with a systems change and social justice agenda. AASPIRE’s mission
statement reflects a proactive course.

**Fixating on isolated events instead of seeking patterns** - It would have been easy
to fixate on small points like the tension between people who prefer person-first and
our preference for identity-first language (article 1), or between software best practices
and stated community accessibility needs like with the debate over underlining
hyperlinks (article 2). However, our team has always been exceptional at looking for,
and understanding, larger patterns to find satisfying solutions. As with blaming
externalities, our inclusion of multiple stakeholders and processes for co-learning may
help facilitate a broader understanding of the mental models behind the tension (the
organization that preferred person-first language was connected to the intellectual
disabilities self-advocacy movement, which advocates for person-first language for civil
rights reasons; the reasons behind the user interface best practice and the
accommodation request, once explained on both ends, did not conflict) helped us to find a solutions of compromise without sacrificing anyone's values, culture, or needs.

**Not recognizing change because it happens too slowly** - Using the parable of the "boiled frog," (Senge 1990) this issue is about harmful changes happening so slowly as to go unnoticed. Given the three-year time frame of the project and the close proximity in time to its events at the time of this writing, whether or not this happened is difficult to gauge, and I found no direct evidence of us experiencing it (although if it's currently happening too slowly to detect, I wouldn't). I hope that the frequent CBPR "check-ins" and group feedback processes and general openness (articles 1 and 2) have helped us--and may continue to help us--to avoid this.

**Not understanding nonlinear effects** - As noted in the introductory sections of this dissertation on systems thinking, complex, nonlinear, real-world systems and "wicked problems" can be extremely difficult to predict and understand. Nonlinear feedback is hard to trace, change over time may not be predictable from short term behavior, etcetera. Continuously mindful of this from the CST aspects of our approach and the influence of my systems science background on operations, having an understanding of nonlinearity is why we play a long game of influencing science, society, and policy through our work (article 1). I take a personal role in this as my presence in the academy plays has a normalizing impact with respect to the presence of people with disabilities within its ranks (article 3). Community capacitation--one of the CBPR principles--plays a role in this long game as well (all articles). We know we can't erase
stigma against autistic people with a single study but we can chip away at it over time with multiple acts of subversion and resistance, effective interventions, and sound science. However, to trouble the idea of capacitation, the "success to the successful" archetype (article 3) has non-emancipatory implications (i.e., those with privilege tend to be granted additional privileges, leaving those with little unable to gain more). Even given all the reasons to open opportunities for those who have been denied them, many times I decided to just do something myself instead of spending the time to coach a novice. At the end of the day, the work simply needed to get done, and with tight research deadlines made tighter by the additional time required by our iterative processes, I often found myself prioritizing task completion over capacitation. This is an issue that I am aware needs a better framework to manage in the future.

**Leading in a top-down, willfully ignorant or opaque manner to obscure issues** - This issue is exemplified by top-down management, and management doing whatever it can to preserve an image of things running well, no matter the damage. During the web development project, I was in a position of management. While AASPIRE's management in general has avoided top-down approaches--neither CBPR nor systems thinking are particularly compatible with such, our group is tiny and almost entirely flat in structure, and we co-create all of our organizational documents with the entire team using our iterative processes--I have been guilty of making poor and ignorant decisions out of fear. Senge speaks of this in connection with egos and competition (Senge 1990); however my experience has largely been around the increased stakes of my intersectional role.
I have a dual desire to "protect" people I care about from harm as well as to "protect" myself from loss of community and financial support. A situation not covered in the articles exemplifies this. During a team meeting about study recruitment strategies, a community member suggested reaching out to organizations with opposing ideologies to ours. I panicked, and nearly shut the conversation down. What would people think of us if we were associated with these groups? We'd lose all our credibility within the community! People would hate us and never trust us again! It was at this point that I realized I'd been making many decisions, for a long time, without consulting anyone, for fear of retaliation. At this point, multiple Autistic team members called me on my fear, and we had a supportive, productive dialogue about the situation. My peers helped me to examine my mental models in a safe space and realize that not only had I been making decisions about where to send recruitment materials without consulting anyone, I had been manipulating events to avoid having to reveal my fear. Because of the openness and trust that our group had built by the time this incident occurred, it ended up affirming my sense of belonging in the community and empowering me to be more effective in my leadership role. Interestingly, Senge relates that Argyris (founder of action research) observes "most managers find collective inquiry inherently threatening" due to fear of being wrong (Senge 1990). It was collective inquiry, a cornerstone of action research, that helped me out a destructive pattern, and improved both the project and my relationship with the community and team. A less dramatic example, but one I am more proud of, is when we used our internal feedback processes
to adjust our means of working together during the web site development, and thus avoided "ignorant management" entirely.


In summary, based on this information, while we were unable to fully avoid the barriers to learning, we were able to use our mastery of the five disciplines as an "antidote" to identify and remedy them. We were able to operate as a learning organization during the web development project.

5.4.1.2. Locus of Power

If considering my positioning as a member of the marginalized community, my involvement in all of these activities as co-PI, project director, and web developer means that there was always an autistic person with control over decisions and activities. This would, however, overlook my intersectional position and the fact that I was in a privileged management / leadership role throughout the project. Thus I occupied the position of authority under criticism in Cavaleri's and Caldwell's articles on the oppressive potential of the learning organization (Cavaleri 2005, Caldwell 2012). ("...who will openly sacrifice knowledge as power for knowledge as learning (Caldwell 2012) ?") Therefore, when labeling the locus of power in my matrix, I considered primarily the decisions and actions made by regular (i.e., non-leadership, non-student, non-support staff) members of the team, leaving aside for a moment those activities in which only leadership or support staff was involved.

At first I was surprised that the power was either jointly held, or it was weighted on the side of the Autistic community, with no instances of the power resting with the
academics or other stakeholder groups on the team (supporter, healthcare provider). Thinking about this further, the reason seemed obvious. While CBPR seeks to be emancipatory, it also seeks to share power equitably between the academy and the community (Nicolaidis and Raymaker 2015), thus jointly-held power should be clearly evident in a CBPR project. AASPIRE’s processes are set up to facilitate co-learning and joint decision-making, not to privilege the community at all costs. However, equalizing power also means giving more privilege to those who had less (i.e., the Autistic community members). Additionally, AASPIRE’s mission statement and emancipatory aims further privilege the community’s values, needs, and resources over the needs of the academy. Researcher and other stakeholder input into the joint decision-making process is to ensure scientific rigor and acceptability to relevant stakeholder groups, not to tell the community what it "should" do. Does the locus of power, generally, rest with the Autistic community when it comes to the decisions made by the group as a whole? Yes, it does.

Looking now at the other dimension of power--management versus the rest of the group--first a distinction must be made between leadership (myself and co-Director / co-PI CN) and support staff comprised of student interns and research assistants. For the purposes of this analysis, I leave out the latter group; further discussion around this is provided in the Limitations section. Examining the management/team dimension of power, some insight may be found in examining the internal FAQ leadership created to start addressing the trust issues at the start of the project. In answer to the question
about what leadership does between engagements with the rest of the team, the first three items are:

- Implement the decisions made by the group.
- Draft materials to bring to the group for review and then making the desired changes.
- Translate the researchy stuff to lay language so that everyone can understand it and give their input.

Reviewing the iterative process used to create the web site content and user interface detailed in the CBPR sections of article 2, I feel that leadership was able to be true to these points.

The first point privileges the decisions made by non-leader members of the team (community and academic partners without leadership roles). This was maintained throughout the process, although not all decisions were implemented (article 2). Anything deliberately not implemented was, however, documented transparently in the change logs and shared with the group for further discussion if needed.

The second point includes regular members in the product revision process. Although this does not place regular members in control of initial product creation, the intention of our iterative review process (article 2) is to balance that power. For example, I shared several web site color palettes which the group vetoed; I did not develop those palettes further (though it is worth noting I did not implement a number of editorial suggestions made by academics which I felt would have decreased the
intellectual accessibility of the web site content, and did not open a dialogue with them, reflective of the balance of power toward the autistic partners).

The third point I feel—perhaps more keenly as an individual who struggles with communication—is particularly important to balancing power because without knowledge, there is no way to make informed decisions or to take controlled action. Leadership—in this case primarily me—hold a tremendous amount of power in translating the technical aspects of the project for everyone else. While I can't speak to the personal experience of team members, people were forward in their requests to me for more information or better explanations when those presented were inadequate, and the depth and breath of ideas, decisions, direction, and criticisms contributed by team members throughout all stages of the project would not have been as rich had no one understood the more technical and scientific aspects of the project, as evidenced in the team's deep contributions to the web site usability and accessibility (article 2).

Knowledge translation is also an area in which my intersectional positioning may have been particularly helpful, as my simultaneous placement in both the community and the academy gives me access to the culture, vocabulary, values, and concerns of both groups.

Triangulation with respect to this idea of equitability in our learning organization can also be found in a small but growing literature examining the inclusion of autistic people in research (Jivraj, Sacrey et al. 2014, Pellicano, Dinsmore et al. 2014). Jivraj in particular gave AASPIRE a nice review stating, "The two reports by Nicolaidis et al.
(Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2011, Nicolaidis, Raymaker et al. 2013) demonstrate how PR [participatory research] research should be completed, allowing for a feeling of authenticity and relevance of the research and exemplifying the necessity of adults with ASD or other neurodevelopmental disorders to be included as partners in PR."

There is evidence that 1) power is shared between academic and Autistic partners; 2) power is shared between leadership and non-leader community and academic team members; and 3) the Autistic community is privileged in terms of shared vision, value system, important decisions, and other key organizational characteristics. Therefore, I would consider AASPIRE as able to operate as an emancipatory learning organization.

5.4.2. Q2: Was the web site perceived as high-quality by autistic people?

As described in article 2, the overwhelming majority of participants in the web site evaluation found the toolkit easy to use and easy to understand. The great majority also felt the information was important and useful, and would recommend the toolkit to a friend or healthcare provider. Evaluation statistics are presented in Table 10. There was no significant difference in results between autistic and supporter populations. There were no significant associations between usability or understandability and education level, having gotten help using the site, browser type, or device type, suggesting the acceptability, accessibility, and usability of the site was is applicable to a broad range of intended users and devices.
Qualitative comments about the web site were largely positive, with some specifically acknowledging the accessibility and usability as reasons why they liked the site. Participants did provide recommendations for improvement; these recommendations were largely ones we were already aware of and planning to address in a later release.

In so much as our evaluation study was able to determine, the web site is accessible, usable, and acceptable to adults on the autism spectrum, the primary intended audience, as well as to their supporters. Usability study results (see 3.4.1.3. End User Engagement Study 2: Usability) additionally suggest that healthcare providers, the other primary intended audience, found the site at least usable (accessibility taking a less important role because the concept only applies to people with disabilities, and assessing the acceptability to these other stakeholders was outside of the scope of the dissertation).

Thus the web site was perceived to be high quality to autistic people as indicated by accessibility, usability, and acceptability.

5.4.3. Synthesis: How did a hybrid CST/CBPR approach impact the quality of the project as indicated by Q1 and Q2?

Based on the synthesis of findings in articles 1, 2, and 3 there is evidence for balance of power, holistic thinking, and team learning (the determinants in the change model, Figure 9). AASPIRE was able to operate as an emancipatory learning organization, and able identify and correct barriers to operating as such. A sample of
intended end users of the web site found it to be accessible, usable, and acceptable.

Taking a hybrid CST/CBPR approach to a web development project enabled us to conduct a quality project by both internal (team) and external (product) indicators.

5.5. Conclusion

5.5.1. Summary

In this dissertation, I explored the intersections of critical systems thinking and community based participatory research in the context of developing a web site for autistic end users. I explored these ideas on three levels: theory, practice, and critical self-reflection. On the theory level, I examined the common philosophical and historical roots of the two approaches, ways in which they intersect and complement, and proposed a hybrid CST/CBPR approach to inquiry, exemplified by AASPIRE's experience. On the practice level, I explored AASPIRE's web site development process and evaluated the accessibility, usability, and acceptability of the web site for autistic end users; from that exploration, we produced a set of recommendations for working with people with disabilities in technology development and a set of guidelines for making accessible web sites for individuals on the autism spectrum. On the critical self-reflection level, I inquired into my own intersectional experiences as an insider-researcher spanning multiple stakeholder groups during the web site development. I then synthesized these three levels to evaluate whether or not taking a CST/CBPR approach to the web site development was effective, as indicated by the team's ability to function as an
emancipatory learning organization (an indicator of effective employment of systems thinking at an organizational level), and the overall usability and accessibility of the website to autistic end users. The result of the synthesis suggests a hybrid CST/CBPR approach was successful on our web development research project.

The implications and limitations that follow should be considered in addition to those already covered in the context of the three articles, and are largely synthetic.

5.5.2. Implications and Recommendations

As a whole, this dissertation has the potential to advance the field of Systems Science by expanding the critical systems thinking literature. Specifically, it has the potential to enhance CST's commitment to emancipation with principles and practices drawn from CBPR, particularly with respect to how to operationalize its emancipatory aim. Indeed CST has already begun looking at similar intersections with feminist theories (Stephens, Jacobson et al. 2010). While outside of the scope of this dissertation, the synthesis may be reworked into a manuscript format as a case study of using an emancipatory approach to creating a learning organization.

Although the learning organization has been criticized for not attending to power, in so far as such a thing can be evaluated in a small, largely qualitative project such as this one, my experience with AASPIRE indicates that it is possible to create a learning organization which is attentive to power. If the five disciplines are the "antidote" for the seven barriers to learning, then perhaps the CBPR principles and considerations for creating emancipatory processes--or a similar formalism--are the
"antidote" for the power inequities identified in the learning organization (Cavaleri 2005, Caldwell 2012). Individuals wishing to create a more power-balanced learning organization may want to consider a similar hybrid CST/CBPR approach.

In general, a more formal background in, and deliberate application of, systems thinking in our CBPR setting was useful to us in transparently and effectively implementing feedback processes and other systems-related mechanisms. These tools aided us in accomplishing our web development project, as well as in communicating complex ideas. As CBPR practitioners have already noted, systems thinking has much to offer the approach (Trochim, Cabrera et al. 2006, Dick 2010, Trickett 2011, BeLue, Carmack et al. 2012); CST may provide a particularly compatible entry into the field as its aims and philosophical foundations are so closely aligned with those of CBPR.

Lastly, the ability of a group of individuals, the majority of whom are Autistic, to work effectively together to create a high quality piece of technology and conduct sound research has wide-reaching implications to science, society, and the advancement of rights for people with disabilities, including disrupting stereotypes that people on the autism spectrum are unable to work collaboratively due to social and communication impairments, or that people with developmental disabilities are not able to succeed at technical or skilled work. I strongly recommend anyone developing interventions or technology for, or conducting research on, people on the autism spectrum find a way to work directly and equitably with those of us with lived experience.
5.5.3. Limitations and Future Directions

The evaluation question is intended to be holistic and synthetic. It is not intended to reduce or tease out components of applying a CST/CBPR approach to web development and evaluate them individually, but to assess and model the task of building the AASPIRE Healthcare Toolkit web site holistically. This analysis has focused on CST and CBPR in AASPIRE's operation, but there are other factors which may have had a significant role in the evaluation outcomes. For example, if the people involved on the project had been less willing to communicate, persist, compromise, and reach consensus, then team learning and shared decision-making may have suffered (e.g., our ability to come to quick consensus over site design detailed in article 2). Or, if the co-PIs had not been intersectionally positioned, leadership may have had different challenges than those noted here (e.g., my erroneous assumption that people would trust me based on my community status in article 3). Instead of trying to find ways to remove such confounders, I hope that this holistic approach to analysis both horizontally (across operational, technological, sociological, critical, and political domains) and vertically (from high-level theory, through the mid-level of practice, to the low-level of critical-self reflection) (Lendaris 1986), will honor the inevitable presence of such factors while at the same time highlighting the core CST/CBPR ideas within the larger whole. Future work to better understand contextual factors could come from taking a realist evaluation approach to examine the dynamics of context, mechanisms, and outcomes (Henry 2005).
In the analysis of the equitability of our learning organization, I deliberately placed students and research assistants outside the boundary of inquiry. The relationship between the core AASPIRE team (leadership and community stakeholders), and students and support staff is complicated by the existing structures of academic mentorship and research project roles, and we have not attempted to promote equitability for students and support staff. Further, we have left this dimension of power largely unexamined. With respect to our own students and research support, we may want to take a more conscious look at how existing hierarchical models inherent in the academy (e.g., the student-mentor relationship, positionality of research support as people with skills and training who are in a role which is by definition subservient) fit with our organizational model, including being more clear in explaining distinctions to these individuals; for example, to avoid confusion around being treated differently from community team members. In the other direction, intersectional complications with team members who are also students or who are occasionally hired to perform support staff functions (as when we hired a community partner to draft some of the web site content) need to be explored more consciously (e.g., do we inadvertently set up false expectations in student partners by teaching them to expect co-learning from senior academics, only to be upset when academics in their own programs don't privilege them with such?). In terms of AASPIRE's future directions, more clarity around how a CST/CBPR approach and the model of the learning organization relates to the broader group involved in AASPIRE's work could be beneficial.
This dissertation presents an exploration of a single case of using a hybrid critical systems thinking / community based participatory research approach. Whether or not a similar approach would work in other domains (i.e., not information technology), other organizational contexts (e.g., within a community-based organization), or other populations (e.g., racial minorities) is yet to be explored. Also unexplored are alternative approaches which may function as well or better than the one examined here.

Resolving some of these limitations, as well as those noted in the individual articles, suggests areas for future work. Additionally, feedback from my member checking for article 3 was so rich and encouraging as to suggest a qualitative study looking at the experiences of disabled academics, or intersectionally positioned academics more broadly, could be fruitful. As for my own future work, I will continue to weave the intersections of CST and CBPR, the political and the scientific, the personal and the universal, the center and the margins, and use my increased privilege as I advance within the academy to continue to conduct science for social justice.
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